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Abstract 
 This thesis addresses the multi scale heating of a granular energetic solid due to shock 
loading. To this end, an existing mathematical model that has been used to predict low pressure 
bulk and localized heating of the granular high-explosive HMX ([CH2NNO2]4) is extended to 
account for compressibility and melting of the pure phase solid.  Dense granular HMX has a 
heterogeneous structure composed of randomly packed small grains (average size ~ 100 µm) 
having a free-pour density that is approximately 65% of the pure phase solid density.   The shock 
loading response of this material is complex and consists of both bulk heating due to 
compression and compaction, and grain scale heating due to stress localization and plastic 
deformation in the vicinity of intergranular contact surfaces.  Such dissipative processes at the 
grain scale induce high frequency temperature fluctuations (referred to as “hot-spots”) that can 
trigger combustion initiation even though the bulk temperature remains quite low.  The work 
presented here is an attempt to characterize hot-spot evolution within the framework of a 
thermodynamically compatible bulk compaction model that can be used for engineering 
calculations. The model is shown to admit both steady subsonic and supersonic compaction wave 
structures that result in significant localized heating at the grain scale based on grain contact 
theory.  Peak hot spot temperatures in the range of 1000 K are estimated for subsonic 
compaction waves that could induce combustion initiation and influence ignition sensitivity of 
the material.   Thermal conduction and phase change are shown to be significant at low impact 
speeds, but become less important at higher speeds. Compressive grain heating had little effect 
on hot spot temperatures for the range of impact conditions considered in our study (up = 100-
1000 m/s).  A parametric sensitivity analysis was performed to characterize the effect piston 
impact speed, initial solid volume fraction, and other key model parameters on both compaction 
 xiv 
wave structure and localized heating.  At higher initial volume fractions (> 0.90), it was found 
that viscoelastic heating dominates over the viscoplastic heating. Also, predictions for the 
variation of bulk plastic strain, pressure, and porosity through the compaction zone are shown to 




Introduction and Review 
1.1 Background and Motivation 
 Dense granular energetic materials, such as propellants, explosives, and pyrotechnics, 
consist of heterogeneous mixtures of grains having various shapes and sizes. These materials 
typically have less than 40% porosity, with grain sizes ranging from 1-150 µm. Due to the 
presence of voids, the strength of these materials is considerably less than that of a homogeneous 
solid. Unlike the mechanical loading of homogeneous solids, granular solids transmit the applied 
bulk mechanical loads by intergranular contact that can lead to stress localization near the 
contact surfaces. Consequently, in addition to standard thermodynamic variables like pressure P, 
density   , temperature T, and specific energy E, it is necessary to include internal variables, such 
as porosity, to describe the mechanical loading response of these materials. The main focus of 
this work is to model and predict the thermomechanical response of heterogeneous energetic 
materials to shock loading. This work is largely motivated by the need to better understand the 
influence of grain scale phenomena, such as stress and thermal energy localization, on the bulk 
material behavior. 
 It is commonly accepted that shock loading of heterogeneous solids can lead to 
detonation. Here, detonation refers to a rapid, self-sustaining combustion process induced by the 
passage of a strong shock wave through the material. The detonation wave structure consists of a 
lead shock followed by a thin reaction zone. Typical detonation wave speeds, pressures, and 
reaction zone thicknesses for energetic solids are in the range of 6000-8000 m/s, 10-100 GPa, 
and 0.1-5 mm, respectively. Importantly, porosity increases the impact sensitivity of the material. 
For example, experimental studies have established that relatively weak impact (pressures ~100 
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MPa, impact velocities ~100 m/s) is often sufficient to trigger detonation of granular HMX 
([CH2NNO2]4) [70], whereas a strong impact (~10 GPa, ~1000 m/s) is required for the shock 
initiation of a homogeneous material [84]. Shock wave interactions with density discontinuities 
in heterogeneous materials [22] result in the formation of high frequency thermal fluctuations at 
the grain scale that can serve as ignition centers for chemical reaction; these ignition centers, 
commonly referred to as “hot spots”, are believed to be responsible for this increased sensitivity. 
The “hot spot concept” was originally proposed by Bowden and Yoffe [24] and has since been 
adopted by numerous investigators to describe localization phenomena [22, 24, 48, 66, 89, 93]. 
In addition to shock wave-density interactions, other proposed mechanisms for hot spot 
formation include viscoplastic pore collapse, intergranular friction, and compression [28, 36, 55, 
57, 86]; which mechanism dominates depends on the loading conditions. Typically, hot spots are 
of sub-grain scale size, have temperatures in excess of 500 K, and last for several microseconds 
[83]. Energy released by hot spots can preheat the surrounding material thereby forming 
additional hot spots. The cumulative effect of this energy release is to strengthen the shock 
through acoustic wave convection resulting in an even larger distribution of intense hot spots 
within the material. This sequence of events can lead to detonation by a process known as 
Deflagration-to-Detonation Transition (DDT). Thus, accurate description of hot spot formation is 
critical for the analysis of shock wave initiation of heterogeneous solids. 
 The shock loading of heterogeneous materials is relevant to several commercial and 
defense related applications. Commercial applications include the synthesis of nanocomposites 
by shock consolidation of thermite powders [52], the shock densification of ceramic and metallic 
powders [54], and the development of initiating devices, explosive trains, shock wave attenuators 
[84], and solid propellants. Defense related applications include the development of novel high 
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performance explosives for use with advanced ordnance. The shock loading of heterogeneous 
materials is also relevant to the safe handling and storage of energetic solids. In particular, when 
a cast solid is inadvertently fractured or damaged due to impact or aging, porous regions are 
created that render it more sensitive to subsequent weak impact. 
 Theoretical and computational modeling can be used to better understand the shock 
loading behavior of heterogeneous solids and to guide the development of applications. To this 
end, it is desirable to formulate an engineering scale model that accurately describes important 
multi scale phenomenology characteristic of the shock loading process. This thesis documents 
the formulation of one such model. A generic shock wave compaction process is described in the 
following section within the context of this model. Then, a brief literature review of relevant 
experimental and theoretical work is given followed by a discussion of the objectives and 
novelty of the present study. 
1.2 Problem Description 
 A key goal of this work is to characterize the magnitude of shock-induced hot spot 
temperatures within a material that is representative of the commonly used high explosive, 
HMX. Though the focus of this work is on HMX, the modeling approach can be easily applied to 
other granular solids. Due to the complex shock loading response of HMX, we make several 
simplifications for tractability. We assume uniformly distributed spherical grains of equal size, 
and ignore combustion focusing only on inert grain heating. A simple schematic of the shock 
loading process for a confined granular energetic material is shown in Figure 1.1. When a piston 
moving with speed up hits the material it creates a compaction wave traveling through the 
material with speed D >> up. The compaction wave decreases the material porosity from its 
initial value to a final equilibrium value that depends on the loading conditions; the region 
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through which the porosity varies defines the compaction zone. Dynamic compaction 
experiments with granular HMX indicate a compaction zone width of δ ≈ 4 mm and D = 400 m/s 
for up =100 m/s. The applied bulk energy is transmitted between grains through their contact 
surfaces within the compaction zone. Dissipative mechanisms such as grain fracture, 
intergranular friction, plastic deformation and grain compression initiate the formation and 
growth of hot spots. In this study, we determine the dependence of compaction zone structure on 
both the initial state of the material and piston impact speed. Here, structure refers to the spatial 
evolution of all thermodynamic variables, velocity, and hot spot temperature within the 
compaction zone. 
 
Figure 1.1 Schematic of a typical dynamic compaction process. 
1.3 Literature Review 
 This section gives a brief review of experimental, theoretical and modeling work relevant 
to the shock compaction of granular energetic solids. 
1.3.1 Experimental 
 There have been number of compaction experiments performed to aid in characterizing 
the DDT behavior of commonly used explosives [1-3, 10]. Quasi-static compaction experiments 
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have provided constitutive information for use with models, whereas dynamic compaction 
experiments, which often initiate combustion, have primarily provided information about 
ignition and transition thresholds. Griffiths and Groocock [46], followed by Korotkov et al. [59] 
and Bernecker and Price [15-16, 74] were some of the early researchers who performed DDT 
experiments on porous explosives (HMX, EDX, and PETN) in confined tubes. They observed 
that, except in the initial stages of the DDT process where self-accelerating convective-
compressive burning takes place, compressive burning is the dominant mode of flame 
propagation. These studies primarily were performed to determine the extent of internal reaction 
and to identify dominant burning mechanisms associated with DDT. Other experimental studies 
have focused on determining the role of compaction in the initiation of mechanical ignition. The 
studies of Sandusky et al. [77] showed significant dynamic compaction of porous propellant beds 
during the initial stages of DDT. Sandusky et al. [78-80] also performed quasi-static experiments 
on ball propellants and inert simulants to obtain a relationship between intergranular stress and 
granular density. Coyne et al. [29] estimated, quantitatively, the strain rate behavior of coarse 
HMX under quasi-static compaction, and extrapolated these results to strain rates typical of 
dynamic compaction. The confined tube tests of Campbell et al. [70] on granular HMX indicated 
that burning takes place even at low piston speeds (~ 100 m/s) emphasizing the significance of 
compaction on the ignition process. Sheffield et al. [84] conducted gas-gun-driven experiments 
to study the effects of particle size (coarse HMX-50 µm and fine HMX-10 to 15 µm) and initial 
volume fraction on the transmitted compaction wave profiles, shock wave initiation, and 
detonation sensitivity. Both reactive and inert materials (such as TPX, TNT, HMX, and sucrose) 
were compacted, with input velocity varying between 270-700 m/s, for two different initial solid 
volume fractions of 65% and 74%. They concluded that there exists a relationship between 
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compaction zone length and particle size, and that high initial porosity results in low impact 
thresholds for shock initiation indicating the significant role of hot spots in this process.  
1.3.2 Theoretical and Numerical Modeling 
 Though experiments have been helpful in understanding the behavior of heterogeneous 
solids under shock loading, they cannot resolve all the features of detonation-transition process 
including the details of hot spot formation and its effect on shock wave structure; at present, 
experimental diagnostic techniques are incapable of measuring hot spot temperatures, sizes and 
time durations [88]. Hence, mathematical and numerical modeling is necessary to gain a better 
understanding of shock wave initiation and DDT. The models developed typically incorporate 
experimental data that have been obtained over a narrow range of loading conditions, and are 
extended to predict the material behavior for conditions where experimental measurements are 
either inaccurate or impossible. Parametric analysis can then be used to study probable ignition 
mechanisms important for a specific application. Existing models belong to one of two 
categories: meso/micro scale models and bulk/average scale models. 
(a) Micro scale models 
Several meso scale or micromechanical models [9, 12, 13, 71, 91, 92], considering typically 100-
1000 grains, have been developed and numerically solved to predict the behavior of discrete 
grain ensembles. Bardenhagen et al. [9] addressed meso scale modeling of a granular material 
subjected a ‘weak shock loading’ to capture the stress propagations in the material. Menikoff and 
Kober [71] modeled the piston-driven compaction waves in an inert granular HMX to resolve 
individual grains for stress and temperature fluctuations. Their predictions revealed that for weak 
waves, plastic deformation is the dominant micro scale process causing hot spots. However, 
these detailed meso scale models cannot be applied to large engineering scale systems where 
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most of the experimental data are available. For instance, if a compaction system of 5×5×5 cm3 
size with a grain size of 100 µm is considered, the number of grains to deal with will be 
125×1058 which is computationally too expensive and time-consuming. 
(b) Macro/Bulk scale models 
Bulk models of shock wave propagation are primarily based on a volume averaged continuum 
approach which is not only convenient for solving complex geometrical problems, but also 
allows an engineering scale analysis of granular systems to be feasibly performed. Applications 
that are insensitive to grain scale fluctuations can be accurately modeled using such an approach. 
However, because the combustion rate of energetic solids is sensitive to temperature fluctuations 
at the grain scale, it is necessary to account for hot spot formation in order to predict the bulk 
scale response. Thus, a comprehensive DDT model that can be used for engineering scale 
simulations should minimally contain accurate sub-grain scale models for hot spot formation. 
Further, the grain and bulk scale responses should be consistent in that the bulk scale response is 
the integrated effect of the grain scale response. 
 The empirical models of Lee et al. [63], Forest [35], and Tang-Johnson-Forest [50, 85] 
which are based on the hot spot concept, have been shown to reproduce experimentally observed 
reaction induction times, hot spot creation times, and bulk reaction rates, but did not describe the 
origin of hot spots. The JTF model [50] accounted for hot spot formation by imposing a fixed 
mass fraction rather than evolving it and used only the bulk pressure to predict hot spot 
temperature. Some models [19, 27, 34, 62, 72] consider hot spots as the result of adiabatic gas 
compression in a collapsing cavity, but it has been experimentally observed that gas compression 
is not the controlling mechanism in shock wave initiation [37]. The hydrodynamic model of 
Mader [68] suggested that shock wave heating is produced by the compression of an inviscid 
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solid material. Later Setchell and Taylor [82, 86] included plastic work in this model and studied 
its effect on material microstructure and shock sensitivity. In shear band models [36, 44, 45, 58, 
90], friction and shear between adjacent layers of solid material is assumed to cause inelastic 
deformation and heating that is confined to narrow regions called “shear bands”. Carroll and 
Holt [20, 24, 25] and Carroll et al. [26] developed a two-phase, viscoplastic pore collapse model 
for dynamic compaction with viscous heating as the most dominant mechanism of hot spot 
formation. Most of the above models, except Mader’s, assumed an incompressible solid. The 
rigorous viscoplastic pore collapse model of Kang et al. [53] is a synthesis of all previously 
mentioned works including in the model key phenomena like conduction and radiation heat 
transfers, interface mass transfer due to decomposition, plastic and viscous work, complex 
reaction kinetics of gaseous phase, thermal profile in solid phase. But, this model is most suited 
for nitramine based propellants only and most of the explosives do not have the same material 
characteristics. Also, unlike the solid propellants, solid explosives initiation needs much high- 
pressure conditions. One of the main drawbacks of most of the models discussed so far is that 
they do not include the influence of key physical parameters like pore size, material viscosity or 
yield strength on ignition thresholds.  
 A composite, hydroreactive two-phase mixture model, adopting the frame work of Kang 
et al.’s model, was proposed by Massoni et al. [69] to track the evolution of hot spot temperature 
and mass fraction in granular solids. This model couples the influence of micro scale phenomena 
on bulk behavior of material. In spite of its robust features, this model is too complex to apply 
over a wide range of energetic materials. The hydrodynamic two-phase model of Baer and 
Nunziato [4], formulated to describe the ignition and reaction growth in heterogeneous materials, 
could accurately capture the shock propagation and grain combustion. But, this model does not 
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explicitly account for hot spots; instead an ignition phenomenon that is solely based on bulk 
quantities is incorporated. Also a simple ignition model is considered due to the high porosity of 
the material assumed. 
 Heating due to shock wave interaction with the voids in the material causes the solid to 
undergo phase change. When a solid reaches its melting temperature, its resistance to pore 
collapse reduces resulting in increased particle velocity. During an isothermal phase change, not 
all the bulk energy is dissipated at grain contacts increasing the hot spot temperature, but a 
considerable part of it is consumed as latent heat of fusion. Hence, coexistence of liquid and 
solid phases, apart from heat conduction within the grains and chemical reaction, strongly 
influences further hot spot formation and growth. This affects the predictions of hot spot 
temperatures and subsequent compaction process. 
 Bonnett and Butler [17] adopted model of Kang et al. [53] and modified to include: an 
improved treatment of hot spot interface temperature, a simplified chemistry model, temperature 
and pressure varying material properties, and an improved treatment of solid-liquid phase 
change. Though this microscopic hot spot model predicts the history of a single hot spot, it 
cannot uniquely estimate the bulk response of the material. Moreover, the expression considered 
for heat transfer between solid and pore gas is inadequate when high temperature difference 
exists between the phases, which predict questionable interface heat transfer rates [17]. 
Recently, Gonthier [39] formulated a comprehensive engineering model to predict the bulk and 
localization response of granular HMX compaction. It couples the varying time and length scales 
in an energetically consistent way compatible with grain contact mechanics. In this model, a 
piston supported compaction wave through incompressible granular HMX (assuming weak 
impact) with a simple chemical kinetic model was studied. The model assumes that plastic 
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deformation is the dominant mechanism for hot spot formation. Wave structure in terms of 
thermodynamic variables and other localization parameters like hot spot temperature are 
predicted. Good agreement is seen between predictions of this model and experiments. 
 1.4 Objectives and Novel Aspects of Present Study 
 The primary objective of the present study is to model a steady, piston supported, one-
dimensional dynamic compaction wave through granular HMX, focusing on localized grain 
heating within the compaction zone. To this end we modify the model of Gonthier [39] to 
account for grain compression and solid-liquid phase change. This is a new contribution to the 
ongoing research work. Secondary objectives of this study include: an analysis of quasi-static 
compaction experiments performed by Gonthier at Los Alamos National Laboratory, Los 
Alamos, NM, that provide useful information in determining the suitability of constitutive and 
empirical relations from earlier work for our dynamic compaction model, a parametric study of 
the model, and a comparison of model predictions with detailed meso scale simulations. These 
results will provide useful information about the various mechanisms and material parameters 
that will help in developing full-fledged sub-grid scale models. 
  Similar bulk models have previously been developed by Powers et al. [73] and Baer [7]. 
They adopted a simplified single-phase limit of two-phase continuum mixture model and 
analyzed both subsonic and supersonic compaction waves through a granular solid. But the key 
additional aspect of our bulk model, not considered by the above models, is the partitioning of 
total solid volume fraction into reversible and irreversible components, and introducing an 
additional evolution equation for no-load volume fraction. Moreover, the intergranular stress and 
thermodynamic equation of state have different forms than those used by Powers et al. 
Localization model is another significant addition. 
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 In this present study we revised some of the bulk model parameters of Gonthier, to better 
represent the dynamic compaction experiments (as reported in Sheffield et al [84]). The no-load 
volume fraction is evolved instead of assuming the equilibrium condition. The localization 
model adds grain compression and phase change effects. Because of the compressive work that 
is incorporated in our model, we are now able to analyze localized heating induced by supersonic 
compaction waves also. We compared our model predictions with detailed meso-scale 
simulations of Menikoff et al. [71] to evaluate the effect of some key model parameters. This is 
useful in developing complete sub-grid scale models. 
 The outline of this thesis is as follows: In chapter 2, an analysis of the quasi-static 
compaction experiments is presented, comparing the results with relevant similar experiments 
and some important conclusions are drawn. In chapter 3, comprehensive bulk and localization 
models are presented in detail and the localization strategy adopted is discussed to a relevant 
extent. The effect of phase change energetics on the material response is also discussed. A steady 
compaction wave analysis of an inert, pre-compacted granular HMX is presented in chapter 4. 
Here, coordinate transformation of conservation equations, to a reference frame attached to the 
propagating steady wave, is presented. The model equations are then non-dimensionalized and 
important dimensionless parameters and constants evolved are discussed. Next, we briefly 
discussed and obtained the Raleigh line-Hugoniot curves that give the equilibrium end state of 
the material at the end of the compaction zone. After this, the compaction zone structure is 
evolved. For a supersonic compaction, the Rankine-Hugoniot or shock jump relations are derived 
which give the after-shock state of the material behind the compaction wave front. Numerical 
procedure employed is then discussed in detail. Following this, results of bulk and localization 
model predictions are presented and discussed for two typical compaction speed cases: one 
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subsonic and one supersonic wave compaction, comparing the results with other similar relevant 
models (Powers et al. [73] and Baer [7]). Next, the effect of melting on the compaction 
energetics is presented. Parametric sensitivity analysis of some of the key model parameters is 
then presented which can provide useful information for the development of sub-grain scale 
models. After this, a comparison of model predictions with detailed meso scale numerical 
simulations [71] is presented. Finally, conclusions and some recommendations for future work 
are presented in chapter 5. 
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Chapter 2 
Quasi-static Compaction Experiments 
2.1 Introduction 
 Deflagration-to-Detonation Transition (DDT) experiments on granular explosives have 
indicated that significant dynamic compaction is taking place, which can greatly influence the 
subsequent stage of DDT process. Hence a thorough knowledge of compaction is needed for 
better understanding of DDT. Except for low piston speeds at the onset of DDT, obtaining 
dynamic stress and porosity experimentally is not possible because of complications arising from 
reaction of the material. This has necessitated the use for mathematical modeling and numerical 
computation of DDT phenomenon. With the assumption that the time scales of viscous and 
inertial effects are short relative to the time scales of changing intergranluar stress, dynamic 
experiments can be adequately replaced by well-characterized quasi-static experiments to 
provide constitutive relationships necessary for modeling of porous bed compaction. In spite of 
the differences in dynamic and quasi-static compactions this approach has been fruitful [49].  
Some of the quasi-static [32, 78] and dynamic [78, 81] compaction experiments on ball 
propellants and simulants found that, with increase in the average solid stress (or intergranular 
stress) β , plastic deformation becomes dominant, and apparently compaction becomes more rate 
sensitive to loading rate [80]. However, the effect of compaction speed on DDT phenomena, its 
role in energy dissipation and hot-spot formation, has not yet been reported. So, one of the 
objectives of the present quasi-static experimental analysis is to investigate the effect of 
compaction speed on its behavior, specifically on intergranular stress ( β ) and on dissipation of 
compaction energy. Also, the variation of no-load volume fraction (φ~ ) with compaction speed 
and the effect of reloading on the compaction behavior are investigated. 
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2.2 Experimental Set up and Data Collection 
 Experimental set-up used for the present study is shown in Figure 2.1. A fixed known 
mass of granular HMX (solid density, 1.903 g/cc) is compressed in a cylindrical mold of bore 1.5 
cm (I.D). Load to the granular bed is applied by the upper punch of INSTRON and is directly 
recorded. The transmitted load is recorded through a compression cell connected to an 
oscilloscope at the bottom punch. Porous sample displacement is recorded from INSTRON. 
Compaction data at piston speeds of 10, 150 and 300 mm/min are obtained, three samples at each 
speed. Each sample is reloaded twice whereas sample HMX8 is reloaded three times. Compiled 
information for all these samples is provided in Table 2.1. 
 
 




 Collected data are analyzed using MATLAB software. Oscilloscope data are smoothened 
by applying a three-point averaging method for each data point. A linear relation is assumed to 
exist between oscilloscope data and the corresponding voltage. The corresponding transmitted 
load is then calculated in ‘lbf’ (pound force) from the compression cell calibrated against the 
INSTRON load cell, where a linear relation is considered between voltage and load (lbf). 
Compaction behavior of each sample is estimated only up to the stress relaxation point due to the 
lack of unloading data. Intergranular stress, β  is computed as the average axial compressive load 









where, A is the cross-sectional area, aF  is the applied load, tF  is the transmitted load and avgφ is 
the average solid volume fraction (%TMD). Here, avgφ−1 corresponds to average fractional 
porosity of the sample. 
 HMX1, HMX5 and HMX9 are chosen for discussion as they are the representative 
samples for each speed, over the % TMD (Theoretical Maximum Density) obtained. Variations 
of intergranular stress and no-load volume fraction are plotted against the corresponding total 
solid volume fraction (or %TMD) for all the samples at each speed in (β-φ) and ( φφ −~ ) planes. 
Here, no-load volume fraction (φ~ ) corresponds to the volume fraction in the absence of an 
applied load, similar to the plastic strain in ‘plasticity’ theory. A plot of transmitted load vs. 
applied load for the representative samples is also obtained. The results are compared with 
experimental adapt of Elban et al.[32].  
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HMX 1A 63.4 75.4 9.2 
HMX 1B 73.7 80.9 21.0 
HMX 1C 
10 
79.0 93.8 114.6 
HMX 2A 62.7 75.4 8.8 
HMX 2B 73.8 80.9 19.2 
HMX 2C 
10 
78.7 93.8 102.4 
HMX 3A 62.3 76.0 10.8 
HMX 3B 74.6 81.6 23.2 
HMX 3C 
300 
79.8 94.6 114.7 
HMX 4A 62.7 76.0 10.2 
HMX 4B 74.4 81.6 21.9 
HMX 4C 
300 
79.1 94.6 110.9 
HMX 5A 62.3 75.6 10.8 
HMX 5B 74.0 81.2 23.4 
HMX 5C 
150 
78.9 94.1 119.4 
HMX 6A 62.4 75.6 10.0 
HMX 6B 150 73.8 81.2 23.4 
HMX 7A 62.6 75.6 9.2 
HMX 7B 73.9 81.1 19.6 
HMX 7C 
150 
79.2 94.1 101.4 
HMX 8A 62.7 75.4 9.4 
HMX 8B 73.6 80.9 20.6 




89.6 97.1 113.5 
HMX 9A 63.1 76.1 11.1 
HMX 9B 74.4 81.6 24.7 
HMX 9C 
300 
79.5 94.6 125.9 
 
2.4 Results and Discussion 
 Figure 2.2 shows the variation of intergranular stress, β (MPa) against %TMD for all the 
samples at each compaction speed. Repeatability of loading, reloading cycles and consistency of 
their hysteresis nature can be observed for all the samples at each speed. At lowest speed (10 
mm/min) the curves lie on one another showing a complete repeatability of compaction process. 
(At 150 mm/min speed, last reloading cycle data for HMX6 were not available). The hysteresis 
nature observed in these plots clearly shows the amount of irreversibility of HMX during quasi-
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static compaction. At 10mm/min speed, the yielding point of reloading cycle passes through the 
stress relaxation point of previous loading cycle, showing a complete reversible behavior. But at 
higher speeds, this yield point shifted towards higher %TMD and the reloading curve is no 
longer a continuous one. 
 
   (a)      (b) 
 
(c) 
Figure 2.2 Intergranular stress vs. %TMD for samples at various piston speeds; (a) 10 mm/min, 




   (a)      (b) 
 
(c) 
Figure 2.3 Semi-logarithmic variation of β  with %TMD at various piston speeds; (a) 10 
mm/min, (b) 150 mm/min, and (c) 300 mm/min 
 
 Semi-logarithmic variation of intergranular stress with % solid volume fraction, for all 
the samples at each piston speed, is shown in Figure 2.3. Also included in these plots, is a 
polynomial fit of Elban et al. [32] data. These plots show the various compaction mechanisms 
undergone by the porous sample at each speed throughout the loading process. It is observed 
from the plots that at the lower speed, a continuous loading curve is observed, whereas for higher 
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speeds, a considerable deviation of reloading curve from its previous unloading curve is seen. All 
these data are closely matching with the experimental results of Elban et al [32]. The initial 
deviation of our data from that of Elban et al. [32] is due to different initial solid volume 
fractions considered in each case. Also, there is no reloading of samples in the experiments of 
Elban et al [32]. 
 
   (a)      (b) 
 
(c) 
Figure 2.4 No-load volume fraction vs. total solid volume fraction at various piston speeds; (a) 
10 mm/min, (b) 150 mm/min, and (c) 300 mm/min 
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 Another important plot of interest is the variation of no-load volume fraction with total 
solid volume fraction, in φφ −~  plane, for each piston speed as shown in Figure 2.4 (a) through 
(c). A linear variation of φ~  with φ  is seen and the corresponding linear fit is given on each plot. 
Loading curves of all the samples at each speed are close to their corresponding stress-free state 
( φφ ≡~ ) curves which agree with the quasi-static compaction assumption ( 0=β ). 
 A comparison of the compaction behavior at each piston speed is shown in Figures 2.5, 
2.6 and 2.7 by considering the representative samples. From the plots, it is clear that the 
hysteresis nature is more evident at higher compaction speeds, accounting for more 
irreversibility of the granular bed. As mentioned earlier, the transition of yield point is smoother 
and more continuous at lower speeds. A closer look at these plots reveals this phenomenon more 
clearly. But, no appreciable difference is seen in the variation of no-load volume fraction withφ . 
This may be because the compaction speeds employed in our experiments are still in quasi-static 
range. Figure 2.8 is the plot of transmitted load plotted against applied load for each 
representative sample. A linear variation is observed similar to Elban et al. [32] data as shown in 
the same plot and both the results agree well with each other. It is clear from this plot that, at low 
compaction speed more load is transmitted through the porous sample bed. Lower absolute 
values of transmitted load in our experiments are attributed to wall friction caused at the die-wall 
interface. This variation of transmitted load with compaction speed is a measure of wall friction, 
which plays a significant role in initiation of ignition. 
 When the peak load is reached, loading of the sample is stopped and the sample is 
allowed to stress-relax by maintaining a constant load. At this time, the total volume fraction 
remains constant due to constant applied load, but a conversion of reversible elastic component 
eφ  into no-load volume fraction φ~ , the irrecoverable component, takes place. This is analogous 
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to elastic and plastic strains in plasticity. The total volume fraction φφφ ~+= e  thus should be 
constant during stress relaxation. In our experiments φ  remained at lower speed. But at higher 
speeds, particularly during the last reloading cycle, volume fraction reached a maximum value 
when loading is stopped, but retained a small amount during stress relaxation. This phenomenon 
is assumed to be caused due to inertia of motion of piston at higher speeds. This behavior is 
observed in all samples for each speed. But as the INSTRON (recording) response time and the 
time scale of this bounce-back process are of the same order, we are not able to explain the exact 
mechanism going on at this point. More similar experiments needed to be performed to 
thoroughly look into this behavior. 
 
Figure 2.5 Intergranular stress vs. %TMD for representative samples at each piston speed 
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Figure 2.6 Semi-logarithmic variation of β
 
with φ  for representative samples at each speed 
 
Figure 2.7 φ~  vs. φ  for representative samples at each piston speed 
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Figure 2.8 Transmitted vs. Applied load for representative samples at each piston speed 
  
 In conclusion, quasi-static experiments reveal the plastic deformation taking place even at 





 The modeling of shock wave compaction has come a long way since it started three 
decades ago due to advancements in experimental techniques, measurements, and numerical 
methods. There are basically two approaches that have been used to model granular energetic 
systems. The first approach gives a detailed analysis of several hundred grains, attempting to 
numerically resolve the complex physics occurring within each grain and interactions between 
grains.  Representative models include those of Menikoff & Kober [71], Bardenhagen et al. [9], 
and others [12-13, 91, 92]. While this approach can provide meaningful statistical information 
about hot spot fluctuations, it requires extensive computational resources and time, and, thus, 
cannot be applied to engineering scale systems that contain in excess of a billion individual 
grains.  
 The second, more widely used approach is to apply basic principles of continuum mixture 
theory to describe the average behavior of large grain ensembles. This approach has proven to be 
successful in understanding the bulk granular material response induced by various impact 
conditions, but is incapable of describing hot spot temperature fluctuations, which have been 
eliminated by the averaging process.  Thus, a robust model, based on first principles, coupled 
with an appropriate micromechanical description, is desirable. Previously, Massoni et al. [69], 
Kang et al. [53], Johnson et al. [50], and Baer et al. [4] have shown some success to this end.  
However, Baer et al. did not directly account for hot-spot formation, but established an ignition 
criterion based on average properties that are insensitive to grain-scale mechanisms. Likewise, 
the model of Johnson et al (J-T-F) did not directly account for the evolution of hot spots, but 
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imposed a hot spot mass a priori rather than allowing for its evolution.  The more recent work of 
Massoni et al. coupled the hot spot model of Kang et al. into a comprehensive DDT model, but 
did not conclusively demonstrate that the coupling technique preserved conservation of mass, 
momentum, and energy between the grain and bulk scale models. 
 Recently, Gonthier [39, 40] proposed an engineering model that captures key grain scale 
phenomena in a manner that is consistent with both the experimentally measured bulk material 
behavior and grain contact mechanics. The model predictions agree well with experimental 
results for the explosion threshold of granular HMX due to weak mechanical impact.  Because 
the work in Refs. [39, 40] was restricted to weak impact scenarios for which the average 
intergranular stress was much less than the bulk modulus of the pure phase solid, an 
incompressible solid was assumed.  In the present study, we adopt the model of Gonthier and 
modify it to account for solid compressibility and solid-liquid phase change.  
 As shown in Figure 3.1, the model essentially consists of two parts.  The first part 
describes the experimentally characterized bulk material behavior, and the second part describes 
the magnitude of grain scale temperature fluctuations and phase change.  Again, it is emphasized 
that due to difficulties in experimentally measuring grain scale properties during a dynamic 
loading event, the formulation of an appropriate grain-scale heating model must be largely 
guided by theoretical considerations that are application dependent.  As such, these grain scale 
models are generally not unique. 
 Figure 3.1 shows our comprehensive model that a) can predict the bulk response that is 
well characterized by existing models and experiments, and b) is able to incorporate the key 
grain scale phenomena into the localization model, through an energetically consistent 
localization strategy, and track hot spots evolution and temperature fluctuations. The bulk and 
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grain scale models are coupled through the source terms, bulk dissipated compaction and 
compressive works, which come from the bulk model. In summary, our model links the 
engineering scale models that could not account for multi-scale energetics in a consistent way, 
and the detailed meso scale models that require large computational resources and time, through 
the localization strategy. 
 In short, the approach used to formulate the model requires that the predicted, and 
experimentally verified, bulk dissipated energy be redistributed at the grain scale to form hot 
spots. To this end, we assume that all dissipated energy is thermalized and that plastic 
deformation is the dominant source of dissipation. Though we focus on plastic deformation, the 
model can easily be adapted to account for other sources of grain scale dissipation including 
intergranular friction and grain fracture. 
 In this chapter, we first give the bulk model, and then discuss the localization strategy 
and summarize the grain-scale heating model. 
 
 
                   Figure 3.1 Schematic of overall view of the proposed model 
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3.2 Bulk model 
 The bulk model is an extension of the single-phase limit of the Baer-Nunziato (BN) 
model [4]. The BN model does not account for the significant hysteresis observed in quasi-static 
compaction experiments on granular HMX and, thus, does not accurately reflect the energetics of 
the compaction process. To account for this dissipation, Gonthier partitioned the solid volume 
fraction into elastic and inelastic components in an analogous manner to the partitioning of total 
strain into elastic and inelastic components in plasticity theory. Changes in the elastic component 
affect the evolution of compaction potential energy, whereas changes in the inelastic component 
increase the thermal energy of the pure phase solid. An additional evolution equation for the 
inelastic component is specified that is similar to a plastic flow rule. The model is 
thermodynamically consistent in that dissipated energy increases the entropy of the pure phase 
solid. 
 The spatially one-dimensional model equations are similar to the conservation equations 
for an inviscid fluid, and are given in conservative, Eulerian form by the following: 
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µ     (3.5) 
Independent variables in these equations are time t and position x. The dependent variables are 
the bulk density  , the particle velocity u, the bulk pressure P, the bulk internal energy e, the 
solid volume fraction φ , the inelastic volume fraction φ~ , also known as the no-load volume 
fraction, the intergranular stress β , and the equilibrium no-load volume fraction f  . No-load 
volume fraction is defined as the value of the solid volume fraction in the absence of an applied 
load (i.e., 0→β  as φφ ~→ ). Here, the bulk density, pressure, temperature, and internal energy are 
related to their corresponding pure phase solid variables by   =  s φ , P=Psφ , sTT = and e=es+ B, 
where B is the compaction potential energy given as φρβφφ ′=  − dB )/(
~
0 . It is shown in Ref. [40] 
that this thermodynamic description is compatible with a Helmholtz free energy of the 
form )~(),()~,,,( φφρφφρ −+Ψ=Ψ BTT ss ; thus, the entropy of the granular solid is identical to the 
entropy of the pure phase solid. Constant parameters appearing in equations (3.1)-(3.5) include 
cµ and µ~  which govern the relaxation rates of φ  and φ
~
, respectively, to their equilibrium values 
β=sP and f=φ~ . The parameter cµ  is commonly referred to as the dynamic compaction 
viscosity. 
 Equations (3.1)-(3.5) represent the evolution of the granular solid mass, linear 
momentum, total energy, solid volume fraction, and no-load solid volume fraction, respectively. 
The mathematical system of equations is closed by specifying appropriate constitutive relations 
for )(,)~,,( φφφρββ ffs == and the pure phase solid equations of state ),(,),( TeeTPP ssssss ρρ == . 
Specific expressions for these relations used in this study are given in Appendices 1 and 2.  
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 From equations (3.1)-(3.5), it can be shown that the evolution of bulk internal energy is 
given by 







     (3.6) 
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=      (3.8) 
Here, xutdtd ∂∂+∂∂=  is the Lagrangian derivative. Equation (3.7) and (3.8) give the 





deρ correspond to changes in thermal energy due to compaction and compression, respectively. 
It can be seen in equation (3.8) that the evolution of potential energy is dependent only on 
changes in the elastic component of solid volume fraction φφφ ~−=e . In addition to equations 
(3.1)-(3.5), it is useful to consider the second law of thermodynamics for the granular solid. For a 






















   (3.9) 
where sηη = is the entropy of granular solid. Substituting equations (3.6)-(3.8) into equation 
(3.9), and simplifying the result, recognizing that φρρ s= , gives the following expression for the 






dT φη      (3.10) 
 Thus, compaction induced changes in thermal energy are identically dissipative. It is 
important to note that the model is dissipative for both quasi-static and dynamic compaction. The 
term proportional to β−sP vanishes in the slow compaction limit and, thus, changes in φ~ are 
responsible for dissipation in this limit. Both terms generally contribute to dissipation in 
compaction waves. 
 We now briefly discuss the role of φ~  in determining the mechanics of pre-compacted 
material. Shown in Fig. 3.2 is a simple schematic of a hypothetical dynamic loading-unloading 
compaction process in ( φφ ~, ) and ( βφ , ) planes. We choose the equilibrium no-load volume 
fraction )(φf to be a linear function for illustrative purposes. The line φφ =~  corresponds to stress-
free state, 0=β  passing through the initial state of fpφφφ == ~ of an uncompacted material. 
Thermodynamic constraints require that β be proportional to elastic component φφφ ~−≡e , i.e., 
0→β as 0→eφ . In Fig. 3.2, Aφ corresponds to the initial state of the pre-compacted material. 
When the material is loaded from A to B, it deforms elastically; thus Aφφ =~ remains constant. For 
quasi-static compaction, a complete reversibility of the process A-B is observed indicating no 
dissipation, whereas a loading rate-dependent dissipation is seen for dynamic compaction; 
therefore, referred to as the viscoelastic response. State B lying on the line f=φ~ is the yield 
surface of the material. Upon further loading from state B to C, the material deforms plastically, 
increasingφ~ . Here, we assume an infinitely fast relaxation of φ~  for which both quasi-static and 
dynamic loading are dissipative due to the changes inφ~ . This rate-dependent dissipation is 
referred to as viscoplastic response. When the material is unloaded, it finally reaches state D 
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through a reversible process where again φ~  is constant. State AD φφ > , indicating a permanent 
deformation of ∆ , is obtained due to the material’s irreversible behavior, called hysteresis. 
Hysteresis is the failure of φ to return to its initial value and is observed in most of the granular 
compaction processes for all types of loading. Here, the yield stress, a monotonically increasing 
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   (a)      (b) 
Figure3.2 Hypothetical loading-unloading compaction of a granular material showing hysteresis 
3.3 Thermal Energy Localization Model 
 As discussed in previous sections, a key aspect of DDT modeling is to rationally account 
for hot spot formation at the grain scale. To this end, it is desirable to predict the magnitude of 
high frequency temperature fluctuations that can give rise to vigorous combustion at the grain 
scale. We extend the localization model of [39] to include the effects of solid compressibility and 
solid-liquid phase change on hot-spot temperatures. The localization model includes (a) a sub 
model for the evolution of granular bed morphology, (b) a localization strategy for redistributing 
the bulk dissipated energy at the grain scale, and (c) a sub model for grain scale response. 
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3.3.1 Model for Granular Structure 
 A detailed modeling of grain scale structure of a granular system consists of a widely 
varying grain sizes and distributions with different kinds of packing arrangements and is too 
complex and computationally expensive. Hence, we adopt only a simple grain-scale structure, 
given as the evolution equation of grain number density n, 



















4 Rn piφ , where R is the grain radius. Here we ignore fracture for simplicity, but we 
recognize that it may have a significant effect on hot spot formation. The packing arrangement is 
specified by the number of contact points per grainγ , which we assumed constant for this study. 
3.3.2 Localization Strategy 
 According to Gonthier’s strategy, the applied bulk load is transmitted through the 
material by intergranular contact, which causes elastoplastic and plastic deformation of grains. 
Classic Hertz’s theory [51] is used in approximating the elastic stress field for weak loads and 
also the location of the onset of plastic deformation, within the grain, near the contact surface. 
In our model, we track the evolution of thermal energy within solid regions surrounding 
intergranular contact surfaces referred to as “localization spheres” (Refer to Fig. 3.3 (a)). The 
number of localization spheres per unit volume, ),( txnc  is related to the number of contact 
points/grain, γ , and the grain number density by 2/nnc γ= ; the prefactor 1/2 is introduced 
because each localization sphere involves contact between two grains. The localization spheres 







= γRr . The above expression for cn  can be combined with the expression for 0r  to obtain 
;)
3
4/( 30rnc piφ= thus, all solid mass is encompassed by the localization spheres. 
   
   (a)      (b) 
Figure 3.3 Illustration of grain contact geometry and localization strategy [39] 
 Various phenomenological strategies can be established to describe the partitioning and 
evolution of thermal energy within a localization sphere. In the present study, we attribute 
compaction induced thermal energy (given by dtde /φ ) to plastic deformation work and deposit it 
over a volume of radius 0),( rtxrc ≤ centered at the contact surface; ),( txrc defines radius of a 
localization center. The initial value for cr  is taken as the radius of the intergranular contact 











== , where 
,2/* RR = YPc 6.1= and ))1(2/( 2* ν−= EE . Here cP is the stress at contact center, R  is the radius of 
grain, Y  is yield strength, and E  is Young’s modulus. This is a reasonable assumption as we 
observe that prior to the onset of plastic deformation most dissipated energy will be due to 
intergranular friction and will, thus, be localized near the contact surface within the region 
)0,(xrr c< . We equate the volumetric rate of work done by the plastic flow stress YPY 0.3= , to 
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the bulk volumetric compaction induced dissipated energy given by Eq. (3.7); the following 
evolution equation for cr  results: 










     (3.12) 
 Though we have assumed here that all the compaction-induced dissipation is the result of 
plastic deformation, it can be easily be sub-partitioned into both frictional and plastic 
components, including viscous dissipation within a liquid phase, once the solid starts melting. 
We further assume that compressive heating is a bulk phenomenon and, thus, uniformly affects 
all the material within a localization sphere; this is explained in detail below [41]. 
 To maintain consistency between macro and micro scale, we require that the evolution of 
mass, linear momentum, and thermal energy at the grain scale locally be equal to that given by 
the bulk model. From the definition of cn , we can see that the mass is already conserved. Also, 
as all the grains are moving with same velocity in the compaction direction, linear momentum is 
conserved. The only constraint that is to be met is the thermal energy constraint as given by 
    
( ) ( ),ˆ4 00 2     = rcsss drdxerndtddxedtd piρφρ    (3.13) 
where, r and eˆ  are position and specific internal energy within localization sphere, respectively. 
In our present study, variables labeled with a “hat"( •ˆ ) are associated with the localization sphere 
and vary not only x and t directions, but also in radial direction. The left hand side of this 
equation is the evolution of bulk thermal energy for a volume element of arbitrary length in the 
x-direction. The right hand side is the evolution of integrated thermal energy at the grain scale. It 
is noted that the spherical grain size, R  is changed due to bulk compression and expansion, and 
hence the radii of localization spheres, 0r , change. In this study, we assume that the rate of 
change of size of localization center is negligible compared to the propagation speed of 
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compaction wave D, i.e., Ddtdr /)/( 0 << 1.0; thus, we take 0r  to be constant in our localization 
model. With this assumption, and recognizing that )
3
4/( 30rnc piφ= , Eq. (3.13) reduces to 















    (3.14) 
3.3.3 Grain Scale Response 
 The radial evolution of thermal energy of a localization sphere, with no chemical reaction 
as assumed in the present study, is given by 

















−=     (3.15) 
where, rTkq ∂∂−= ˆ is the conductive heat flux, φSˆ and ρSˆ are the bulk energy deposition rates due 
to compaction and compressive heating, respectively, and 0sρ is the initial density of the solid. 
Though we assume that the localization sphere is incompressible (i.e., 0r  = constant), bulk 
compressive heating is still accounted for at the grain scale by the source term ρSˆ . 
 Energetically consistent expressions for φSˆ  and ρSˆ are obtained by substituting Eq. (3.15) 
into Eq. (3.14), integrating with adiabatic boundary conditions ( 0),,(ˆ),0,(ˆ 0 =∂∂=∂∂ trxrTtxrT ), 
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ρ ρ=       (3.17) 
 This is because the thermal conduction term in Eq. (3.15) vanishes when the symmetry 
between two adjacent grains is assumed. In equations (3.16) and (3.17), functional dependencies 
are explicitly shown to indicate the coupling of bulk and grain scale variables. Again, we have 
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assumed that bulk compaction induced dissipation results from plastic work near intergranular 
contact surfaces and that compressive heating occurs uniformly throughout the localization 
sphere. This energy partitioning is not unique. 
3.3.4 Phase Change Energetics 
 Above the melting temperature, when the solid starts melting, its resistance to pore 
collapse reduces, resulting in increased particle velocity. Hence this phase change energetics can 
have significant effect on the hot spot temperatures and reaction rate, if present, associated with 
weak stimuli in DDT.  
 Further, HMX, the energetic material considered here, is known to undergo phase change 
prior to combustion. As reported by Menikoff and Kober [71], HMX melts near 0mT =520 K at 
atmospheric pressure omP =100 kPa; the latent heat of fusion is 0mq  = 0.22 MJ/kg. In [71] an 
estimate for the variation in melting temperature with pressure based on the Kraut-Kennedy 
relation is given. For the highest pressures considered in this work, mP    500 MPa, the melting 
temperature increases to only 0mT     600 K. Thus, we assume an isothermal phase change, and 
take 





























χ     (3.18) 
where, 1ˆ0 ≤≤ χ is the fraction of liquid mass formed. Here, the value of specific heat vC  is 
assumed be constant and same for both the solid and liquid phases. 
 In summary, we have presented the coupled bulk and grain scale models that track the 
evolution of hot spot temperature due to compaction, compression, and phase change. The model 
is mathematically closed, and can be solved given proper initial and boundary conditions. 
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Chapter 4 
Compaction Wave Analysis for Granular HMX 
 In this chapter, we present an analysis of steady compaction waves propagating through 
granular HMX. The steady wave analysis can provide significant information about multi-scale 
shock heating without having to address complex time-dependent wave interactions. As such, 
this analysis will enable us to easily study the influence of various material properties and 
parameters on compaction wave structure. The reader is referred to the work of Reynolds [75] 
for an analysis of time-dependent compaction wave behavior. An outline of this chapter is as 
follows: First, the unsteady model equations given in chapter 3 are expressed in a reference 
frame that is propagating with the steady wave resulting in a system of ordinary differential 
equations (ODEs) that can be numerically solved to predict compaction wave structure. Next, 
equilibrium solutions to these ODEs are analyzed to determine compaction wave end states, and 
then compaction zone structure is analyzed by numerically integrating the ODEs through the 
compaction zone. Last, the sensitivity of the model to key parameters is determined, and 
comparisons between model predictions and those obtained by the detailed meso scale 
simulations of Menikoff and Kober [71] for granular HMX are given. 
4.1 Coordinate Transformation 
 Figure 4.1 illustrates the Galilean transformation Dtx −=ξ  and Duv −= used to express 
the model equations relative to a right propagating steady compaction wave, where, ξ and v are 
position and velocity measured with respect to the wave attached frame. Because the model is 
frame invariant, the governing equations expressed in the wave-attached frame have the same 









Figure 4.1 Wave-attached coordinate transformation 
 This can be formally shown using the Galilean transformation and the chain rule to obtain 
the following differential operators: 
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    (4.2) 
that can, for example, be applied to equations (3.1)-(3.5), and (3.11), to obtain 








ρξρ      (4.3) 







ρξρ     (4.4) 
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t ξ      (4.8) 
Equations (3.12), (3.15) and (3.18) can be expressed in the wave-attached frame in a similar way. 




 the partial differential equations (PDEs) in (  , t) are 
reduced to a coupled system of ODEs in   , with the exception of the evolution equations for Tˆ  
and χˆ  which also depend on r. The steady forms of the governing equations are given below: 
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    (4.17) 
 The equations are mathematically closed by the thermal and caloric equations of state 
(EOS) and the constitutive relations for f, β  for granular HMX given in Appendix 1 and 2, 
respectively. The initial state of the material ahead of the wave (at 0=ξ ) is completely specified 
by the following:  
0)0( ss ρρ = ; 0)0(
~)0( φφφ == ; 0)0( =sP ; Dv −=)0( ; 0),0(ˆ)0( sTrTT == ; 0),0(ˆ =rχ ; 










 It is noted that the initial state is an equilibrium state of equations (4.9)-(4.17). Adiabatic 
boundary conditions, 0),(ˆ)0,(ˆ 0 =∂∂=∂∂ rrTrT ξξ , are imposed on the temperature Tˆ . Equations 
































































































where, sonicC  is the ambient sonic speed of the pure phase solid. A detailed discussion about sonicC  
is given in Appendix 1. The non-dimensional equations are: 




d ρξ       (4.18) 
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The non-dimensional parameters appearing in equations (4.22) and (4.24)-(4.26) include 












































α = is thermal diffusivity. cρ  is the shocked solid density in the case of a supersonic 
compaction wave and initial solid density 0sρ  in the case of a subsonic wave. A brief discussion 
about these non-dimensional parameters is given here. 
 The parameter 1λ  is the ratio of bulk compaction work deposited to plastic flow work 
done at the grain contact surfaces. Typical values of 1λ  lie between 3 and 9 for compaction wave 
speeds between 800 m/s and 3500 m/s, respectively. A higher compaction speed or a lower 
initial volume fraction results in higher bulk dissipated mechanical energy. This parameter which 
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is more sensitive to compaction speed D than 0φ , gives bulk compaction energy available for 
plastic deformation at the grain contacts. Parameter 2λ  is the ratio of thermal diffusion within the 
grain to the bulk compaction energy deposition. Typical values are of the order of 10-4, 
indicating the negligible thermal diffusion rates compared to dissipated bulk energy rates. The 
higher the piston speed, the lower the value of 2λ  due to higher compaction energy deposition 
and negligible thermal conduction within the grain. Parameter 3λ  is the ratio of density of initial 
unshocked material to the shocked density, when a shock is present. It will have a value of unity 
for subsonic compaction waves. This parameter depends on the strength of the shock, the 
stronger the shock, the lower the 3λ  value. Parameter 4λ  is the ratio of thermal diffusion rate to 
the rate of phase change. Its value is of the order of 10-4, illustrating the insignificance of 
conduction rates during the isothermal phase change. Low value of 4λ  tells that there will not be 
any thermal diffusion during phase change at constant melting temperature. Parameter 5λ  is the 
ratio of bulk compaction energy deposition rate to the rate of phase change. Typical values range 
between 3 and 40 for the range of compaction speeds considered here. A lower value of 5λ  
corresponds to lower compaction speed. The parameter Ω  is the ratio of relaxation rates of solid 
volume fraction φ , and no-load volume fraction φ~ , respectively, to their corresponding 
equilibrium states β=sP  and f=φ~ .  In the assumed range of Ω  values (0.1-104), it can have a 
significant effect on the compaction behavior and will be discussed in detail in latter sections. It 
can be seen from equation (4.22) that for Ω >>1, the equilibrium condition f=φ~  results, 
whereas for Ω =0, φ~ remains frozen at its initial value 0
~ φφ = . In this study, we explored the 
dependence of the model on the parameter Ω . The reason for choosing this parameter is that it is 
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hard to characterize experimentally the relative magnitudes of these relaxation rates under 
dynamic loading conditions. 
 The initial and boundary conditions expressed in non-dimensional form are given by: 
1)0(* =sρ ; 0)0(











== and 0),0(ˆ)0,0(ˆ 0**** =∂∂=∂∂ rrTrT  
 Boundary conditions express that the temperature is finite at the center (r = 0) and by 
assuming an adiabatic condition at the surface of the localization sphere; that is, at 0rr = , there is 
no heat transfer between the contacting localization spheres (hot spots). 
 Now that the steady wave problem has been posed as a coupled system of non-linear 
differential equations, we can investigate their solution behavior. To this end, we first identify 
the equilibrium solutions that cause the forcing terms in equations (4.18)-(4.26) to vanish. These 
equilibrium solutions correspond to compaction zone end states for which −∞→ξ . Then, we 
numerically integrate the system of ODEs for 0<ξ  in order to predict the compaction wave 
structure that is necessary for a detailed analysis of thermal energy localization at the grain scale. 
4.2 Compaction End-State Analysis 
 Compaction wave end states can easily be obtained by an algebraic analysis independent 
of compaction wave structure. We first note that equilibrium end states are defined by 
** β=
s






= , where the latter condition implies that thermal 
conduction has caused the temperature profile within the grains to become spatially uniform and 
equal to the final bulk temperature bulkT . This temperature result is a consequence of having 
energetically consistent bulk and grain scale models. 
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 The homogeneous ODEs given by equations (4.18)-(4.26) can directly be integrated, and 
initial conditions applied to obtain the following algebraic relations for the conservation of mass, 
linear momentum and total energy of the bulk material. With these expressions, when 
conservation equations are integrated from ξ = 0 to −∞→ξ , the following expressions, in the 
non-dimensional form, are obtained: 
0
** φρ −=v       (4.27) 
0









ρ =++ Pvev     (4.29) 
These equations must hold at every point within the compaction zone. When expressed in terms 
of granular specific volume, the equations (4.27)-(4.29) are written as: 
     0
** φVv −=       (4.30) 
     ( )*0* 1 VP −= φ       (4.31) 





* ρφ=V , and φ** spP =  correspond to the non-dimensional granular initial specific 
volume, final specific volume, and final pressure, respectively. Equations (4.30)-(4.32) are 
obtained from the conservation of mass, linear momentum, and total specific energy, 
respectively. By expressing the granular variables in terms of solid phase variables, equations 



















































ss ppe     (4.35) 
 For the compaction zone end state, the equilibrium condition is ** β=sp . Equation (4.31) 
is called the Rayleigh line and equation (4.32) is referred to as the Hugoniot curve. The 
intersection of the Rayleigh line and the Hugoniot curve gives the equilibrium state of the 
compacted material at the end of the compaction zone. Equation (4.33) combined with equation 
(4.34), the expression for β (Eqn. A.2.1), and the equation of state ),( Tee sss ρ= , when solved 
numerically, give the end state density sρ and φ . With this end state value of sρ , other variables 
like intergranular stress β  and energy se  are calculated. The Rayleigh line given by equation 
(4.31), when plotted in P-V, will be proportional to D2 and can have a different negative slope 
depending on wave speed, whereas the Hugoniot curve is independent of wave speed D (Refer 
Figure 4.3).  
 A typical schematic of Rayleigh line-Hugoniot curves for a granular material is shown in 
Figure 4.2. Hugoniot curve is the locus of end states achievable when a material is compacted. 
As observed from the Figure 4.2, the energy deposited in a porous material (
2
)( 00
PVVE pporous −= ) 
is much higher than that of a solid material (
2
)( 0
PVVE sSolid −= ), both compacted to same final 
pressure. Hence, the porous material is much more sensitive for the same applied load. Also, 
unlike in solids where sharp shock waves are propagated, in porous materials the shocks do not 
propagate with the same intensity, but they spread out in the medium in between the pores, 
dissipating the energy in the form of heat. Adiabatic shock or Hugoniot curve can be represented 
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by a function ),,( 0011 ρρ PHP = where 0ρ and 0P are initial density and pressure and 1ρ  is the final 













Figure 4.2 P-V plot of a Hugoniot curve for a porous material and pure solid [84] 
  
 The Rayleigh line at various compaction wave speeds in P-V plane, and the Hugoniot 
curve in P-V and D-up planes, obtained for granular HMX in the present study are given in 
Figures 4.3 and 4.4, respectively. From Figure 4.3, we can observe that there exists a minimum 
wave speed for which the Rayleigh line intersects the Hugoniot curve to give the equilibrium 
state. This figure illustrates that as the wave speed increases, the granular pressure increases, 
thus, more energy is deposited into the system increasing its sensitivity. Figure 4.4 (a) contains 





Rayleigh line (solid) 











HMX particles are plastically bonded together with a binder. Thus, this material behaves similar 
to solid HMX. This figure contains the Hugoniot curves plotted for various values of model 
parameter 0β  to obtain a suitable value for 0β (equal to 6.0 MPa) that would better represent 
dynamic compaction experimental data, as reported in Ref.[84]. We can observe here that as the 
porous HMX is compacted the pressure is approaching that of a pure solid phase HMX. In 
Figure 4.4(b), the minimum speed for a compaction wave to propagate is D = 748.2 m/s for the 
porous material considered here and is the ambient sonic speed of sonicC = 2767 m/s for a pure 
solid. The wave speeds obtained here are well below the sonic speed, thus illustrating the higher 
dissipation of thermal energy in granular HMX. PBX considered here has a higher density which 
results in wave speeds in it almost same as those in solid HMX. Also, the experiments are 
performed with different initial volume fractions. 
 
Figure 4.3 Rayleigh line- Hugoniot curve at various wave speeds 
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Figure 4.4 Hugoniot curve obtained in the present study in (a) P-V and (b) D-up planes 
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4.3 Compaction Wave Structure 
 Compaction wave structure within the compaction zone is determined by integrating the 
set of differential equations (4.18)-(4.26) in ξ-direction from 0=ξ to −∞→ξ . A detailed 
compaction wave structure is important to estimate the hot spot temperatures at grain contact 
surfaces and to determine the probable ignition for the given input conditions. In the case of a 
supersonic compaction wave, a shock will be formed at the beginning of compaction zone and 
the jump state is obtained using Rankine-Hugoniot (R-H) relations. The procedure to obtain the 
R-H relations is given below. 
4.3.1 Rankine-Hugoniot Relations 
 Rankine-Hugoniot (Shock-jump) relations are algebraic expressions that give the shocked 
state of the material behind the shock front. Shock waves are treated as discontinuities. 






Figure 4.5 Density and velocity profiles in a shock wave [94]. 
 
 The integral form of general conservation laws of mass, momentum and energy can be 
applied across discontinuities i.e., regions where the flow variables experience very large but 
finite gradients in their values across a layer whose thickness tends to zero [94]. Consider a 
discontinuity propagating from left to right with a velocity D, as shown in Figure 4.6 below. 
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 When the flow variables w  , in equations (3.1)-(3.5), and (3.11) and their first derivatives 
are assumed to be continuous in the regions −<< SS ξξξ1  and 2ξξξ <<+ SS , the resulting algebraic 
expressions called Rankine-Hugoniot relations are given by: 














Figure 4.6 Schematic of a propagating discontinuity in granular material [42] 
where [ ]+
−
denotes the jump in a flow variable across the discontinuity, i.e., [ ] )) +−+
−
−= SS (( ξξ www  .  
In this analysis, a classical shock is considered for which the solid volume fraction and no-load 
volume fraction across the discontinuity are constant, i.e., [ ] 0=+
−
φ and [ ] 0~ =+
−
φ . By dropping φ  and 
φ~ terms out, the R-H relations for conservation of mass, momentum, energy, and grain number 
density of granular solid in the transformed coordinates are then written as: 
     [ ] 0)( =− +
−
Dvsρ       (4.37) 
     [ ] 0)( 2 =+− +
−
ss PDvρ      (4.38) 
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 Equations (4.37)-(4.39), combined with the equations of state for pressure and energy 
),( TPP sss ρ= and ),( Tee sss ρ= , construct a transcendental equation in a single variable sρ which is 
solved by Newton’s forward step method. This gives the density after the shock or discontinuity 
for the supersonic compaction wave. With this new value after the discontinuity, after-shock 
values of all other dependent and independent variables are calculated.  
 If the wave is subsonic, then the density remains unchanged at the initial value. If the 
wave is supersonic, then the shocked state forms the initial condition for the evolution of 
compaction wave structure. 
4.3.2 Numerical Technique 
 A Runge-Kutta 4th order implicit solver provided by the function ODE15s in MATLAB 
software is employed for numerical integration of the ODEs in equations (4.18)-(4.26). The 
MATLAB code is run on a DELL computer with Pentium 4, 2.0GHz processor. 
 For the evolution of compaction wave structure in the bulk model, the thermodynamic 
state of the material behind the compaction wave front obtained from the R-H relations forms the 
initial conditions in the case of a supersonic wave, whereas, the ambient state of the material 
gives the initial conditions for a subsonic wave. The conservation equations supplemented by 
constitutive relations are integrated in ξ  direction until the equilibrium state is reached. In the 
current analysis, equilibrium state is assumed to be reached when the variation in either φ  or 
φ~ value is less than the specified tolerance of 10-9. For this, all the dependent variables are 
expressed in terms of φ , φ~ , and sρ so that the evolution equations of φ and φ~ are integrated from 
the initial state behind the wave front, each time advanced by a step size of 0001.0== hdξ . 
Predictions of bulk response include the evolution of solid volume fraction φ , no-load volume 
fraction φ~ , solid density sρ , solid pressure sP , particle velocity pu , bulk or average temperature 
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bulkT , and volumetric energy deposition rates due to compaction and compression, φSˆ and ρSˆ , 
respectively. Also, compaction zone length is estimated by mmtolii 00001.0)()( 1 =≤− − εξφξφ . 
The grain number density n, has a homogeneous ODE (Eq. 4.23), similar to Eqns. (4.18)-(4.20), 
and hence we integrate and apply the initial conditions to get the algebraic relation ** 1 vn −= . 
 Once the bulk parameters and grain number density are evaluated at the current ξ  
position, then the localization parameters, localization center number density nc, radius of 
spherical grain R, and radius of localization sphere 0r [from the expression ( ) 310 2 −= γRr ] are 
estimated at the same ξ  position. From equation (4.24), the radius of plastically deformed 
localization center rc, formed at the grain contact surfaces, is evaluated. Grain temperatureTˆ , and 
the fraction of liquid phase formed χˆ , vary in both ξ  and r directions. For estimating these 
parameters, first, the PDEs (4.25)-(4.26) varying in ξ  and r-directions are reduced to a set of 
ordinary differential equations, using the Method of Lines (MOL) technique. Then, these ODEs 
are integrated in ξ  direction with the initial and boundary conditions specified in section 4.1. A 
second order central differencing is used to approximate the radial derivatives in temperature and 
liquid phase evolution equations. The MOL technique is discussed below. 
4.3.2.1 Method of Lines 
 The Method of Lines is a versatile approach to obtaining numerical solutions to partial 
differential equations. MOL technique has been used to solve a wide variety of PDE systems, 
i.e., nonlinear elliptic, parabolic, hyperbolic PDEs in one, two and three dimensions and time, 
involving various types of PDE and/or boundary conditions. The fundamental idea behind MOL 
is that the partial derivatives in any spatial direction are replaced by finite difference 
approximations, leaving only the time derivatives (or first derivatives in one spatial direction if 
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the equation is independent of time). Application of MOL to a PDE may lead to a system of 
purely ordinary differential equations (ODEs). Thus, all that may be needed to solve these 
equations is a good numerical ODE solver. 
 In the localization model, the radius of localization sphere, 0r , is discretized at each ξ  
point to produce a vector system of ordinary differential equations in ξ  direction for temperature 
Tˆ  and fraction of amount of liquid formed χˆ . For the present study, we divided the localization 
sphere radius 0r , into 100 regions (Nr = 100). 
A list of all the constants and parameters used in the analysis is given below in Table 4.1. 
 
Table 4.1Model parameters and other important constants used in the analysis 
0sρ , Initial solid density kg/m
3 1900 
0sT , Initial solid temperature K 300 
0R , Initial grain radius µm 25 
vC , Specific heat of solid at constant volume kJ/kg K 1.5 
cµ , Compaction viscosity kg/m-s 100 
γ , Number of contacts per grain  12 
E , Young’s Modulus GPa 24 
Y , Yield stress GPa 0.37 
ν , Poisson’s ratio  0.2 
0
mT , Melting temperature of HMX K 520 
0
mq , Latent heat of fusion MJ/kg 0.22 
gov, Constant in Hayes’ EOS (***) kg/m3 2100 
akto, Constant in Hayes’ EOS (***) N/m2 1.35×1010 
fpφ , free pore solid volume fraction   0.655 
 
 ***- Definitions are given in Appendix 1. 
4.4 Results and Discussion 
 In this section, results for a typical subsonic and supersonic compaction wave are 
presented, analyzed and discussed. For both cases, an initial volume fraction of 0φ = 0.81 and 
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compaction viscosity of cµ  = 100 kg/m-s are considered. We assume a value of 1× 104 for    
which approximates the equilibrium of f=φ~ . These values are considered so that we can 
compare our model predictions to similar detailed meso scale simulations performed by 
Menikoff & Kober [71]. Both bulk and localization model predictions within the compaction 
zone are presented here. 
4.4.1 Subsonic Compaction Wave Predictions 
 Figure 4.7 shows the compaction zone predictions of bulk parameters for a piston speed 
of pu = 106 m/s, corresponding to a compaction wave speed of D = 748.2 m/s. Here, the head of 
the compaction zone is located at   = 0 mm and the structure lies in the region   < 0 mm. This 
piston speed is just sufficient for a steady wave to exist because for lower piston speeds than this, 
unsteady two-wave structures are predicted consisting of a fast propagating viscoelastic 
precursor followed by a slower viscoplastic wave [43]. Such two-wave structures are analogous 
to elastoplastic waves in solids that possess a Hugoniot elastic limit; here, however, the precursor 
is dissipative due to inelastic compaction. Remnants of such precursor are evident in this figure. 
To our knowledge, experimental evidence of such precursors resulting from mild impact (e.g., up 
< 150 m/s) is lacking, possibly because of inadequate resolution, though mesoscale simulations 
clearly indicate the presence of such waves [9, 71]. For this subsonic compaction case, we can 
see a continuous evolution of bulk properties in the compaction zone. In Figure 4.7 (a), we see 
two distinct regions representing viscoelastic and viscoplastic regions for this pre-compacted 
inert HMX. In the viscoelastic region, no-load volume fraction φ~ remains constant at 0φ which 
illustrates the reversible or elastic behavior of the material at such low speeds. This weak 
viscoelastic wave then is followed by a stronger viscoplastic compaction wave. The compaction  
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   (a)       (b) 
 
   (c)       (d) 
 
   (e)       (f) 
Figure 4.7 Variation of bulk model parameters in    direction for 0φ =0.81, cµ =100 kg/m-s and 
up=106 m/s; (a) volume fractions φ  & φ~ , (b) solid pressure, (c) solid density, (d) particle 
velocity, (e) localization center number density, and (f) bulk temperature. 
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end states agree with those predicted by Powers et al.[73] and Baer [7], but the wave structure is 
different. However, the present model includes the evolution of no-load volume fraction φ~  
which is responsible for the hysteresis observed in low speed compaction processes, whereas the 
models of [73] and [7] did not account for this irreversibility. Also, the predictions of Powers et 
al. and Baer correspond to a different initial volume fraction ( 0φ = 0.73) and compaction 
viscosity cµ  = 1000 kg/m-s.  The discrepancy observed in the magnitude of compaction zone 
length between the current model predictions and that of [73] is due to higher compaction 
viscosity cµ , considered in [73], the existence of precursor wave predicted by our model, and the 
definition of compaction zone length itself. As this is a subsonic case, a little perturbation is 
given to φ equation while integrating φ  from       = 0 to −∞→ξ . We can observe from Figure 4.7 
(f) that the increase in average or bulk temperature is negligible and hence no ignition or 
initiation of reaction can occur as per the bulk model predictions. 
 
Figure 4.8 Variation of rates of volumetric compaction ( φSˆ ) and compressive ( ρSˆ ) work along 
the compaction zone for up=106 m/s. 
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 Variation of the bulk compaction and compressive works φSˆ and ρSˆ along the compaction 
zone is shown in Figure 4.8. From this plot, it is evident that the reversible volumetric 
compressive work is insignificant compared to the bulk compaction work deposited which 
plastically deforms the material. At such low compaction speeds itself, the compressive work is 
four orders of magnitude less than the compaction work. 
 Predictions of variation in localization parameters, grain radius, radii of localization 
center cr , and sphere 0r , and grain temperature grainTˆ varying in    and radial directions for this 
subsonic compaction are presented in Figure 4.9.  
 
   (a)      (b) 
Figure 4.9 Variation of (a) Localization radii in the compaction direction, and (b) grain 
temperature in    and radial directions, at up = 106 m/s. 
 
 Several features in this figure are noteworthy. First, the viscoelastic region of the wave 
(for which 0~ φφ = ) induces a weak hot spot near the intergranular contact surface (r = 0 µm in 
Fig. 4.9(b)) which is rapidly quenched by thermal conduction prior to the onset of viscoplastic 
heating. More intense precursor hot spots may be induced under different loading conditions. 
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Second, the plastic work induced by the viscoplastic wave is highly localized near the contact 
surface, as seen in Fig. 4.9 (a), resulting in a peak hot spot temperature of 970.3 K. Temperatures 
of this magnitude would trigger prompt combustion initiation; in fact, DDT tube tests with 
granular HMX show evidence of detonation transition for comparable piston speeds. For this 
subsonic wave case small value of cr value (4 µm) clearly indicates that there is not much plastic 
deformation. Here, the hot spot after reaching its peak temperature is quenched considerably 
quickly to a temperature below the melting point by the time it reaches the equilibrium end state, 
signifying the role of thermal conduction at such low speeds. An estimate for the liquid volume 
fraction is given by ( ) φφ 30rrll = , where lr  is the liquid core radius. For this case φφ <<≈ 0038.0l , 
thus justifies our assumption of ignoring the role of bulk liquid phase in subsequent compaction 
process at low piston speeds. 
4.4.2 Supersonic Compaction Wave Predictions 
 Similar results of bulk and localization model are presented for a supersonic compaction 
wave speed of D = 3500 m/s, corresponding to a piston speed of up = 1053 m/s in Figures 4.10 
and 4.11, respectively. When the piston speed is high enough to generate a compaction wave that 
that travels through the medium with a velocity greater than the ambient sonic speed of the solid 
( sonicC = 2767 m/s), a shock is formed. Across the shock, which is a discontinuity, a sudden jump 
in the thermodynamic variables takes place. But, it can be mathematically shown that φ  and 
φ~ are continuous functions across the discontinuity. The Rankine-Hugoniot relations give the 
shocked state of the material. However, the viscoelastic region immediately follows the shock 
and its length is much smaller than that for the subsonic speed, indicating an increased 
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   (a)      (b) 
 
   (c)      (d) 
 
   (e)      (f) 
 
Figure 4.10 Bulk model predictions in    direction for 0φ =0.81, cµ =100 kg/m-s, and up = 1053 
m/s; (a) volume fractions φ  & φ~ , (b) solid pressure, (c) solid density, (d) particle velocity, (e) 
localization center number density, and (f) bulk temperature. 
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   (a)      (b) 
Figure 4.11 Variation of (a) Localization radii in    direction, and (b) grain temperature in    and 
radial directions, at up = 1053 m/s. 
 
irreversibility and hence dissipation of thermal energy (Figure 4.10(a)). There is a significant 
jump in the solid density across the shock as seen in Figure 4.10 (c). 
 In Figure 4.11 (a), a sudden dip in the grain size R , and the localization sphere 0r , caused 
by the shock compression, can be observed. For this speed, a single strong viscoplastic wave 
exists after the shock is formed at the start of the compaction zone. From Figure 4.11 (a), it is 
clear that the plastically deformed volume increased ( cr    12 µ m) for higher compaction speeds. 
Temperatures around 2700 K are predicted at the core of the grain contact surfaces which 
definitely would lead to detonation. Thermal conduction is very much insignificant at such 
supersonic speeds and hence the predicted peak temperature prevails through most part of the 
compaction zone.  
 Variations of the bulk compaction and compression works in the compaction direction for 
D = 3500 m/s is shown in Figure 4.12. From this plot, it is clear that compressive heating is more 
significant than for the lower speed case, but still remains largely inconsequential compared to 
bulk compaction energy. There is a continuous variation of φSˆ occurring over a thin distance, 
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immediate to the shock. It is important to note that our simulations indicate that the liquid 
material slowly solidifies as the grain temperature approaches the bulk temperature for higher 
piston speeds. 
 
Figure 4.12 Variation of bulk compaction and compressive works for up = 1053 m/s. 
4.4.3 Effect of Phase Change 
 It is well known that when HMX reaches its melting temperature, it undergoes phase 
change and melting takes place. This has a significant effect on the subsequent compaction 
process and reaction initiation. Hence, in this sub section, we discuss the importance and the 
effect of phase change occurring. For the present analysis, an isothermal phase change at a 
melting temperature of 0mT = 520 K is considered with a constant latent heat of fusion 0mq = 0.22 
MJ/kg. Grain temperature estimations with and without phase change corresponding to D = 
748.2 m/s, 0φ =0.81 and cµ =100 kg/m-s are shown in Figure 4.13. 
 In Figure 4.13 (b) shown is the melting region which consumes part of the bulk 
compaction work deposited in the form of latent heat of fusion. The grain temperature has 
reduced by a significant amount of 100.4 K due to melting at this piston speed. For the range of 
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   (a)      (b) 
Figure 4.13 Effect of phase change on grain temperature; (a) without melting, and (b) with 
melting. 
 
speeds considered here, we observed that the melting effect is more significant at lower impact 
speeds that are responsible for weak initiation, as the reduction in the temperature predictions 
due to melting is comparable to the peak temperatures estimated. Hence, this justifies our 
assumption of ignoring the presence of liquid phase at low speeds but accounting only for the 
energetics of phase change. But at higher speeds, due to higher energy deposition rate, 
substantial liquid phase is formed and hence multi-phase effects should be considered.  
4.4.4 Parametric Sensitivity Analysis 
 Numerical simulations have been performed to determine the sensitivity to key model 
parameters such as the initial volume fraction 0φ , the piston speed up, and the parameter Ω . The 
reason for choosing these parameters is that 0φ  and up are easy to control in an experimental set 
up, whereas it is hard to characterize the parameter Ω  experimentally. All the simulations are 




4.4.4.1 Effect of Piston Speed, up 
 In this study, the piston speed up is varied that correspond to compaction wave speed 
from subsonic to supersonic range and its effect on various bulk and localization model 
parameters is studied. Figure 4.14 gives the variation of compaction wave speed D, final solid 
volume fraction φ , no-load volume fraction φ~ , solid pressure sP , solid density sρ , and 
compaction zone length with piston speed. From Figure 4.14 (a), it is clear that a nearly linear 
relationship exists between piston speed and compaction wave speed. The semi-logarithmic plot 
in Figure 4.14 (e) shows the wide range of compaction zone lengths observed over the entire 
range of subsonic to supersonic wave speeds. Similar trends have been obtained in the analysis 
of Powers et al. [73]. 
 The spatial variation in volumetric bulk compaction energy φSˆ , within the compaction 
zone, and the ratio of plastically deformed volume to the volume of localization sphere, as a 
function of piston speed are shown in Figures 4.15 (a) and (b), respectively. As the piston speed 
is increased, the magnitude of the peak dissipated compaction energy increases and also its 
location in ξ direction is shifted towards the beginning of the compaction zone. This signifies the 
rate of energy deposition and is critical in driving the reaction initiation. Figure 4.15 (b) gives an 
important estimation of plastically deformed volume and it can be seen that almost the entire 
localization sphere plastically deforms at higher piston speeds. Shown in Figures 4.15 (c) and 
(d), is the effect of up on localization parameters, amount of liquid volume fraction formed 
( )300 rrll φφ = , and the ratio of maximum grain temperature maxˆgrainT  to bulk temperature bulkT . 
Estimation of lφ  formation with speed is important to correctly formulate the compaction energy 
distribution between solid and liquid phases and the effect of liquid phase presence on 
subsequent compaction. Maximum grain temperature ratio is important to determine the location 
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   (a)      (b) 
  
   (c)      (d) 
 
(e) 
Figure 4.14 Variation of bulk model parameters with piston speed; (a) compaction wave speed, 
(b) volume fraction, (c) solid pressure, (d) solid density, and (e) semi-logarithmic plot of 
compaction zone length. 
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   (a)      (b) 
 
   (c)      (d) 
Figure 4.15 Variation of (a) bulk compaction energy, (b) ratio of plastic volume to localization 
sphere (rc/r0)3, (c) amount of liquid volume fraction ( lφ ), and (d) ratio of maximum grain 
temperature to bulk temperature, with piston speed. 
 
of chemical reaction initiation. It can be observed that the temperature ratio is decreasing after an 
initial increase as the bulk temperature increases at higher rate with piston speed. This is due to 
the fact that at higher piston speeds, more energy is consumed in liquid phase formation at 
constant melting temperature, and the bulk temperature itself could be sufficient to influence the 
ignition response of the material. 
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4.4.4.2 Effect of Initial Solid Volume Fraction, 0φ  
 Initial solid volume fraction has significant effect on the total bulk energy stored in the 
system, with smaller 0φ resulting in higher energy storage and higher final solid volume fraction. 
Here, we consider the case of a constant piston speed of up = 150 m/s and cµ =100 kg/m-s, and 
the initial solid volume fraction is varied to predict its effect on various bulk and localization 
model parameters. Plots are shown in Figure 4.16. This constant piston speed is chosen to ensure 
that for all the 0φ values, a steady compaction wave is propagating.  
 In Figure 4.16(a), we can see that as the initial solid volume fraction increases, for the 
same piston impact velocity, a stronger compaction wave propagates. The wave speed increases 
non-linearly. Figure 4.16(b) shows the linear variation of final φ and φ~ with 0φ . Though the graph 
shows that a higher final φ and φ~ are achieved for a higher initial volume fraction, it should be 
noted that the amount (or %) of compaction is less at higher 0φ values. That is, for the same 
impact, a lower initial volume fraction results in higher solid volume at the end of compaction. 
This is due to the fact that at higher 0φ , the material behaves more like a solid hence difficult to 
squeeze the porosity out, thus requiring very higher pressures as seen in Figure 4.16(c). Figure 
4.16(d) shows the variation of compaction zone length with initial solid volume fraction. As 
0φ increases, compaction zone length is supposed to reduce. Though we see this behavior 
towards higher 0φ , we are unable to explain why there is an initial increase in the zone length. 
Figure 4.16(e) gives the variation of bulk mechanical energy φSˆ deposited along the compaction 
zone. At lower initial volume fraction, the precursor does not have significant impact on the 
material behavior. But, at higher 0φ values (> 0.90), the viscoelastic heating plays a dominant role 
compared to viscoplastic heating. Shown in Figure 4.16(f) is non-linear variation of the plastic 
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   (a)      (b) 
   
   (c)      (d) 
  
   (e)      (f) 
Figure 4.16 Variation of bulk and localization parameters with initial volume fraction; (a) 
compaction wave speed,  (b) final volume fraction, (c) solid pressure, (d) compaction zone 
length, (e) bulk compaction energy, φSˆ , and (f) ratio of plastic volume formed. 
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flow work done at the grain contact surface. At higher 0φ , less plastic deformation work is 
estimated. Bulk temperature is not affected for the range of initial volume fraction values used in 
this study. 
4.4.4.3 Effect of    on model predictions 





=Ω  is the ratio of rates at which the no-load volume 
fraction φ~ and the total solid volume fraction φ  reach their equilibrium states f=φ~  and β=sP , 
respectively. This model parameter is found to have a significant effect on compaction energetics 
at lower impact speeds. In the present study, for a case of 0φ = 0.81, up = 106 m/s, and cµ =100 
kg/m-s, three different values of 1×104, 1.0 and 0.1 are assigned to    and its effect on solid 
volume fraction, bulk compaction energy, and grain temperature are studied. The final 
equilibrium state of the material is the same, for any value of   , as    indicates only the rate of 
approaching the compaction end state. As it is clear from Figure 4.17 (a), the compaction zone 
width to reach the compaction zone end state increased with decreasing    value. Indirectly,    
signifies the rate of irreversibility compared to the bulk energy deposition rate. The higher the 
value of   , the faster the equilibrium state f=φ~  is reached. A high value of    gives the 
necessary equilibrium f=φ~  that exists under normal loading conditions. Figure 4.17 (b) gives 
the plot of variation of bulk compaction energy deposited for different    values. At higher    
value, the rate of energy deposition is so high that there is no time for thermal conduction and 
hence the temperature shoots up quickly above the reaction temperature. For lower value of   , 
the energy deposition rate and so the plastic deformation rate is very slow (Fig. 4.17 (c)), 
allowing sufficient time for the grain to get cooled. Thus, we observe very low temperatures 
(Fig. 4.17 (f)), below the melting point, for    = 0.1. Temperature at the end of the compaction  
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   (a)      (b) 
 
   (c)      (d) 
 
   (e)      (f) 
Figure 4.17 Effect of Ω  on the evolution of model parameters; (a) total solid volume fraction, (b) 
bulk compaction energy, (c) localization radii, and (d), (e), and (f) grain temperature. 
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zone depends on the rate of energy dissipation at grain contacts and the rate of thermal 
conduction. High value of    indicates insufficient rate of thermal cooling of the grain which 
gives rise to a higher compaction end temperature. 
4.5 Comparison with Detailed Meso Scale Simulations 
 Microscale mechanical models provide us with valuable information regarding the grain 
scale phenomena occurring in granular explosives. But, as mentioned in chapters 1 and 3, it is 
impossible to resolve individual grains in real-time engineering scale systems. In this section, we 
compare our model predictions with the detailed meso scale simulations of Menikoff and Kober 
[71], performed on a precompacted, inert granular HMX. They simulated piston-driven 
compaction waves in granular HMX with a two-dimensional continuum mechanics code. Their 
computational mesh has a domain size of over 5 mm × 1.5 mm, with 30 grains × 10 grains in 
each direction, respectively. A typical schematic of these meso scale simulations is shown in 
Figure 4.18, showing the variation of grain temperature in the compaction direction. 
 
Figure 4.18 Temperature field in the detailed meso scale simulations [79] 
  
 Figure 4.19 compares our predictions for the variation in plastic strain and solid pressure 
within the compaction zone with those reported by Ref. [71] for piston speeds of up = 200, 500, 
and 1000 m/s. Initial conditions for both the simulations are same. A measure of plastic strain for 
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our localization model is the fraction of solid volume affected by plastic work ( )30rrcpl =ε . The 
mesoscale data are the running local averages of the plastic strain field within discrete grains. 
The predictions qualitatively agree. Both descriptions indicate that plε  is compaction rate 
dependent, though our description shows more sensitivity. Relative to the mesoscale results, we 
underpredict plε  for up = 200 m/s; our prediction gives an equilibrium value of plε = 0.034, 
whereas the mesoscale data gives a value near 0.13. Predictions for plε  at up = 500 m/s agree 
well with each other, but we overpredict its value for up = 1000 m/s. Our pressure predictions 
qualitatively agree with the mean axial stress predicted by the simulations in [71]. For up = 1000 
m/s, we predict that D = 3378 m/s > sonicC  = 2767 m/s, where sonicC  is the ambient solid sound 
speed; thus, as indicated in the pressure plot, there exists a solid shock at the head of the 
compaction wave. Discrepancies between the predictions are likely due, in part, to numerical 
resolution, phase change, and grain packing geometry. Because the mesoscale simulations were 
performed using a coarse computational grid, it is likely that thin plastic zones induced by low 
speed impact were not adequately resolved. Our analysis predicts hot spot volumes of 92   m3 
near intergranular contact surfaces for up = 200 m/s; such small volumes would require 
significant computational resolution. Further, phase change limits the amount of plastic strain 
within the solid. This observation may explain our large value of plastic strain for up = 1000 m/s. 
Detailed simulations adopted an average grain size of 0R  = 140µm, whereas, our model 
considered a smaller grain size of 0R  = 25µm. Lower grain size results in more closely packed 
bed, thereby requiring higher pressures to achieve the same final volume fraction. Last, we 
assume γ =12 intergranular contacts/grain that is compatible with a 3-D packing arrangement, 
whereas the mesoscale simulations correspond to a 2-D arrangement. Such mesoscale 
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simulations are needed to provide information about hot spot distributions that can be used to 
improve our localization strategy, particularly in the absence of experimental data at that scale. 
 
 
   (a)       (b) 
Figure 4.19 Comparison of predicted variation in plastic strain, pressure, and porosity through 




Conclusions and Recommendations 
5.1 Conclusions 
 A one-dimensional, single-phase, steady compaction wave analysis was performed to 
estimate hot spot temperatures at intergranular contact surfaces for granular HMX. The coupling 
of thermomechanical phenomena occurring over disparate time and length scales was a key 
challenge of this work. The proposed model is an extension of Gonthier’s model [39] and it 
accounts for bulk compaction, localized grain compressive heating, and solid-liquid phase 
change energetics in a thermodynamically consistent way. 
 In support of this modeling work, data from quasi-static compaction experiments were 
analyzed and the results were compared to other similar experiments [32]. This analysis was 
performed to investigate the effect of compaction speed on the bulk material response and energy 
localization. This issue could not be resolved completely as the time scales of INSTRON 
response and material response when loading is stopped, are of the same order. However, the 
constitutive relationships for equilibrium no-load volume fraction, )(φf  and intergranular 
stress, β  obtained from quasi-static compaction experiments are of the same form as those used 
in the model. 
 To perform the compaction wave analysis, the 1-D continuum equations were 
transformed to a wave-attached frame, non-dimensionalized, and integrated through the 
compaction zone to determine its structure. In this study, we model finite rate evolution for the 
no-load volume fraction φ~ , instead of assuming the equilibrium condition f=φ~  that has been 
commonly adopted in previous studies. Compaction wave end states which are equilibrium 
solutions of conservation equations were obtained through a simple algebraic analysis. The final 
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state given by the end state analysis was comparable with previous dynamic experiments. To 
illustrate the key features of the model, we considered a representative pre-compacted HMX with 
0φ = 0.81 and wave speeds ranging from subsonic to supersonic (748.2 to 3500 m/s) limit were 
considered. From the end state analysis, we observed that a minimum wave speed of 748.2 m/s 
was required for the wave to propagate through the porous material for 0φ = 0.81 case; whereas 
the minimum wave speed in the pure phase solid was observed to be the ambient sonic speed of 
2767 m/s. Next, for this range of piston speeds, the compaction zone structure was evolved 
which was necessary for the estimation of formation and growth of hot spots and their 
temperatures through the compaction zone. For supersonic compaction waves, the necessary 
initial conditions for structure evolution were obtained through the Rankine-Hugoniot relations.  
 Bulk model predictions for a typical steady subsonic wave agree qualitatively with other 
similar models. At the subsonic wave speed of 748.2 m/s (piston speed = 106 m/s), we observed 
remnants of a weak precursor or viscoelastic wave going through the material, followed by a 
strong viscoplastic wave. Similar unsteady two-wave structures were observed in previous 
studies [43] for such low piston speeds. Compaction zone length decreased at higher piston 
speed. Compressive heating ρSˆ seemed to be inconsequential compared to the dissipated bulk 
compaction work φSˆ , for the range of piston speeds considered here. Plastic deformation at the 
intergranular contacts increased with increase in piston speed which indicates more irreversible 
energy dissipation. Peak grain temperatures of around 1000 K were predicted for subsonic wave 
through inert HMX considered here. Such high temperature fluctuations, well above the 
combustion threshold, would be sufficient to initiate the chemical reaction that finally would lead 
to detonation. For lower piston speeds, thermal conduction rate was comparable to the bulk 
compaction energy deposition rate and hence was significant in cooling the grain quickly. Also, 
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the amount of liquid formed was negligible and hence the liquid phase was neglected at lower 
speeds but accounting only for the energetics of phase change. But at higher speeds, the bulk 
energy deposition rate was much higher than the thermal conduction rate, thus most part of the 
compaction zone was predicted to be at near-peak temperature. 
 Melting reduced the grain temperature predictions by a significant amount of around 100 
K for up = 106 m/s. From this observation, it is clear that we should include the phase change 
effect in modeling of ignition by weak compaction speeds.. 
 A parametric sensitivity study was performed to estimate the model response to the 
variation in the key model parameters: the piston speed up, the initial solid volume fraction 0φ , 
and the dimension-less parameter Ω . These parameters were chosen as the piston speed and 
initial solid volume fraction can be experimentally controlled and it is hard to characterize the 
effect of the parameter Ω  experimentally. For the variation in up, a nearly linear relation exists 
between up and D. For the range of piston speeds considered here (106 m/s to 1053 m/s), the 
compaction zone length does vary by two orders of magnitude (from 15.3 mm to 0.48 mm), with 
lower speed resulting in larger compaction zone length. Peak temperature fluctuations of the 
range of 970 K to 2885 K were observed for this piston speed range. Such high hot spot 
temperatures are sufficient to initiate the combustion. At higher initial volume fractions, the 
plastically deformed volume reduces as it is difficult to compact the already closely packed 
grains. From our observations of the plots, it is clear that the parameter Ω  (varied between 1 
×104 and 0.1) has a significant influence on the model predictions. Under normal loading 
conditions a high value of Ω  leads to the equilibrium f=φ~ . Lower value of Ω  indicates slower 
equilibrium rate, thus, increases the compaction zone length. Also, for lower value of Ω  (0.1), 
the thermal conduction rate within the grain was comparable to the dissipating compaction 
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energy; hence, the hot spot was quenched quickly and temperature remains below the melting 
temperature (520 K) itself. 
 Last, the model predictions qualitatively agree with the detailed meso scale numerical 
simulations, including the prediction of existence of viscoelastic and viscoplastic regions. At 
lower piston speeds (~ 200 m/s), we underpredict the plastic strain as the two-dimensional 
mesoscale simulations could be unresolved since they adopted a coarse grid which is larger than 
the length scale of heterogeneities. At higher piston speeds (~ 1000 m/s), the present model 
overpredicted the plastic strain which could be due to the approximations made in our 
localization model. This comparison provides us a framework for utilizing meso scale data in the 
development of bulk combustion models based on hot spot formation. 
5.2 Recommendations for Future Work 
 The current model analysis is restricted to steady wave compaction only. But, in most of 
the cases, the compaction wave development and propagation is time dependent. With the 
knowledge gained from steady wave analysis done here, it would be easier and appropriate to 
analyze the time-dependent compaction wave propagation towards having a complete 
understanding of the Deflagration-to-Detonation Transition (DDT) phenomena. 
 For simplicity, we restricted our analysis to one-dimensional, single phase and inert 
HMX. These assumptions can be relaxed and an extended model can be developed. It is well 
known that the chemical kinetics greatly influence and alter the subsequent compaction behavior 
of the material. Hence, reaction or burn models, with very simple to very complex chemical 
kinetics, can be included in our model. A comprehensive mathematical model would include 
combustion / burn models appropriate for a specific application. As of now, we ignored the 
gaseous phase and its influence on the compaction behavior. But, a multi-phase flow, with the 
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combustion products filled in between the voids, would definitely make the problem more 
complete and of course complex too. Multi-phase flow will have interfacial mass, momentum, 
and energy exchange, drag etc., which influence the material’s compaction behavior. This 
present 1-D model can be extended to multi-dimensional and multi-phase flows by utilizing the 
available high performance computing resources. In our study, we ignored polymorphic phase 
transitions of HMX and considered only β  form of HMX. The energetics associated with this 
phase transformation could be incorporated and investigated. 
 In our model, only the phase change energetics was considered in the form of latent heat 
of fusion. The liquid phase is assumed to behave similar to the solid phase undergoing plastic 
deformation. But in a liquid there is no plastic deformation. Hence, the bulk compaction energy 
could be partitioned between solid and liquid phases with an insight into various mechanisms 
occurring in liquid phase, such as viscous dissipation. One more important consideration would 
be to take into account the temperature and pressure dependent material properties as we observe 
a large variation in thermodynamic properties of the material. Also, the multiple shock effect on 
granular explosives can be looked into as this would be useful in the design, development, and 
safe handling of advanced defense related explosive systems. 
 Finally, we can look into obtaining some reliable dynamic compaction experiments 
which could be used to verify the correctness of the model predictions and to improve these 
models to incorporate the influence and dominance of each of the micromechanical phenomena. 
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Appendix 1 
Hayes Equation of State for the Solid 
 To compute representative Hugoniot loci of equilibrium compaction end states, it is 
necessary to specify an equation of state (EOS) for the pure phase solid; i.e., ),( TPP sss ρ= and 
),( Tee sss ρ= . To this end, the Hayes EOS is chosen in our present study. Hayes’ Helmholtz free 
energy equation of state for solid HMX is given in Ref.[11] as 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )({











  (A.1.1) 
where 0sρ , 0sP , and 0sT are solid density, pressure and temperature corresponding to initial state 
of the material. 
The thermal and mechanical forms of EOS are given, respectively, as 
Thermal 
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   (A.1.2) 
Mechanical 
 
( ) ( ) ( )[ ] NaktoTTgovCPTP Nssssvssss 1, 000 −×+−××+= ρρρ    (A.1.3) 
The parameters in the above EOS for solid HMX are given below: 
vC =1.5 × 103        (J/kg ° K) Specific heat 
gov  = 2.1 × 103  ss Γ×0ρ ( sΓ  is Grüneisen coefficient) (kg/m3) ss Γ×0ρ   
akto  = 1.35 × 1010      (N/m2)  1st Hayes EOS  
          parameter 
N = 9.8         2nd Hayes EOS 
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          parameter 
t3    003 / ssv govTCt ρ××=    (N-m/kg)  
t4    )1/(// 04 −= nnaktot sρ    (N-m/kg) 
Sonic Speed, Csonic 
Ambient sonic speed in a pure phase solid is given by: 
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Appendix 2 
Constitutive and Empirical Relations 
 Evolution equations for φ  and φ~  in equations (3.1) – (3.5) have the empirical relations 
for intergranular stress 
 
, and equilibrium no-load volume fraction f(φ ). These relations have the 
following forms as derived from previous experimental data, as mentioned in Gonthier et al. 
[40]. The expression for    is modified to include the effect of shock in the case of supersonic 
waves. 













)ln()~(    (A.2.1) 
     )()( fpfp cf φφφφ −+=      (A.2.2) 
where, 
φφφ ~−=e is the elastic component of the total solid volume fraction; 655.0=fpφ  is the free pore 
solid volume fraction; and MPa0.60 =β , 03.0=κ , 913.0=c are constants from quasi-static 
experiments of Coyne et al.[29]. Here, the original value of MPa3.20 =β  from quasi-static 
experiments has been modified to better represent the dynamic compaction experiments of 
Olinger et al. as addressed by Sheffield et al. [84]. The above form of   ensures that it is a 










rhos0=1900; % initial solid density in kg/m^3 
phi0=0.81; % initial volume fraction  
D=748.2; % wave speed in m/sec 
fpore=0.655; %free-pour volume fraction 
muc=100.0; % parameter MUC in kg/m^2 
cf=0.913; 
betacnst=rhos0*(D^2); 
R0=0.25e-4; % Initial size of solid grain in m 
gamma=12;% no.of contacts per grain 
nue=0.2; % Poisson's ratio 
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yungs=24e9; % Young's Modulus 24 GPa 






omega=1e-1; % the ratio muc/(rhos0*D^2*mu_tilda) 
%Constants in Hayes Equation of State(EOS) 
akto=1.35e+10; % N/m^2 
gov=2.1e3; % kg/m^3 
n=9.8; 
Ts0=300; % K 
cvs=1.5e3; % N-m/kg K 
t3=cvs*Ts0*gov/rhos0;  % N-m/kg 






%(End)of constants of Hayes' EOS 
nrgridps=100;%No.of radial divisions 
sonic_vel=sqrt((gov*t3+akto)/rhos0); %Sonic velocity 
C=-phi0; % mass balance constant from Rankine-Hugoniot relations or fundamental conservations 
C1=phi0; % momentum balance constant 
C2=0.5;  % energy balance constant 
h=0.0001; % step size in zeta direction 
%h=0.01; 
%****Initial points before integration representing unstressed state******** 
init=299; 
for i=1:init, 
    zetaf(i)=-(i-1)*100*h; 
    phif(i)=phi0; 
    phitf(i)=phi0; 
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    Bsf(i)=0; 
    rhosf(i)=1.0;  
    vsf(i)=C/(rhosf(i)*phif(i)); 
    psf(i)=C1/phif(i)-C^2/(rhosf(i)*(phif(i)^2)); 
    esf(i)=(C2-psf(i)/rhosf(i)-(vsf(i)^2)/2)-Bsf(i); 
    Tsf(i)=(esf(i)+t3s*(1-1/rhosf(i))-t4s*(rhosf(i)^(n-1)-(n-1)*(1-1/rhosf(i))-1)) ; 
    rhogranf(i)=rhosf(i)*phif(i); 
    grnumbf(i)=1.0; 
    ncf(i)=0.5*gamma*grnumbf(i); 
    Rf(i)=1.0; 
    rnotf(i)=Rf(i)*((0.5*gamma)^(-1/3)); 
    rcf(i)=rcinit*Rf(i); 
    Scpactf(i)=0.0; 
    Scmpf(i)=0.0; 





if (D > sonic_vel) % Supersonic Compaction wave case   
    ydummy=[0 0 0]; % dummy input for shock calculations only 
    shock=1; % setting the subroutine newrap_bulk to calculate rhos for initial shock case only 
    %*****CALCULATION OF AFTER SHOCK DENSITY****************** 
    rho_shock=newrap_bulk(ydummy,rhos0,phi0,D,C,C1,C2,shock); 
    phi(i)=phi0;% for shock case initial phi and phi-tilda are same 
    fofphif(i)=0.655+cf*(phi(i)-0.655); 
    rhos(i)=rho_shock; 
    Swork_const=((rhos0^2)*(rhos(i)^2)*D^4)/muc; % kg/(m-sec^3) 
    phit(i)=phi0; 
    Bs(i)=0; 
    vs(i)=C/(rhos(i)*phi(i)); 
    ps(i)=C1/phi(i)-C^2/(rhos(i)*(phi(i)^2)); 
    es(i)=(C2-ps(i)/rhos(i)-(vs(i)^2)/2)-Bs(i); 
    Ts(i)=(es(i)+t3s*(1-1/rhos(i))-t4s*(rhos(i)^(n-1)-(n-1)*(1-1/rhos(i))-1)); 
    Tinit=Ts(i)*(D^2/cvs)+Ts0; 
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    grnumb(i)=-1/vs(i); 
    nc(i)=0.5*gamma*grnumb(i); 
    R(i)=(phi(i)/(grnumb(i)*phi0))^(1/3); 
    rnot(i)=R(i)*((0.5*gamma)^(-1/3)); 
    rc(i)=rcinit*R(i); 
    phie=phi(i)-phit(i); 
    beta(i)=beta0*rhos(i)*phi(i)*phie*(log(kap-phie))/(kap-phie); 
    dphidz=phi(i)*(1-phi(i))*(ps(i)-beta(i))/vs(i); 
    if (phi0 > fofphif(i)) 
        dphitdz=0; 
    else 
        dphitdz=omega*(fofphif(i)-phit(i))/vs(i); 
    end; 
    Scpact(i)=((rnot(i)/rc(i))^3)*vs(i)*((ps(i)-beta(i))*dphidz+beta(i)*dphitdz)/(rhos(i)*phi(i)); 
    Scmp(i)=0; 
else 
    % Subsonic Compaction wave case 
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    shock=0; 
    phi(i)=phi0+0.0001; 
    fofphif(i)=0.655+cf*(phi(i)-0.655); 
    phit(i)=phi0; 
    Bs(i)=0; 
    rhos(i)=1.0; % for subsonic case 
    Swork_const=((rhos0^2)*(rhos(i)^2)*D^4)/muc; % kg/(m-sec^3) 
    vs(i)=C/(rhos(i)*phi0); 
    ps(i)=C1/phi0-C^2/(rhos(i)*(phi0^2)); 
    es(i)=(C2-ps(i)/rhos(i)-(vs(i)^2)/2)-Bs(i); 
    Ts(i)=(es(i)+t3s*(1-1/rhos(i))-t4s*(rhos(i)^(n-1)-(n-1)*(1-1/rhos(i))-1)); 
    Tinit=Ts(i)*(D^2/cvs)+Ts0; 
    grnumb(i)=-1/vs(i); 
    nc(i)=0.5*gamma*grnumb(i); 
    R(i)=(phi(i)/(grnumb(i)*phi0))^(1/3); 
    rnot(i)=R(i)*((0.5*gamma)^(-1/3)); 
    rc(i)=rcinit*R(i); 
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    phie=phi(i)-phit(i); 
    beta(i)=beta0*rhos(i)*phi(i)*phie*(log(kap-phie))/(kap-phie); 
    dphidz=phi(i)*(1-phi(i))*(ps(i)-beta(i))/vs(i); 
    if (phi0 > fofphif(i)) 
        dphitdz=0; 
    else 
        dphitdz=omega*(fofphif(i)-phit(i))/vs(i); 
    end; 
    Scpact(i)=((rnot(i)/rc(i))^3)*vs(i)*((ps(i)-beta(i))*dphidz+beta(i)*dphitdz)/(rhos(i)*phi(i)); 
    Scmp(i)=0; 
end; 
rhos_init=rhos(i); % initial rhos for alpha calculation before compaction zone integration 
rnotgran=rnot(i); % for non-dimensionalizing the radius of grain for grain temperature calculation 







    Tgran(i,j)=Ts(i); 
    lambda(i,j)=0.0; 
end; 
yold=[phi(i) phit(i) Bs(i) rc(i) Tgran(i,:) lambda(i,:)]; 
























if (phi0 > fofphi(i)) 
    dphitdz=0; 
else 








    Tgran(i,k)=Ynew(4+k); 
    lambda(i,k)=Ynew(4+nrgridps+k); 
end; 
clear yold;         
%Entering into While loop till the equilibrium state is reached 
while((abs(phi(i)-phi(i-1))> 1.0e-9) | (abs(phit(i)-phit(i-1))> 1.0e-9) | (abs(Bs(i)-Bs(i-1))> 1.0e-9)) 
%while(i<5000) 
        zeta(i+1)=zeta(i)-i*h; 
        clear yold; 
        clear Snew; 
        clear Ynew; 
        yold=[phi(i) phit(i) Bs(i) rc(i) Tgran(i,:) lambda(i,:)]; 
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        Snew= ode15s(@bulkrk4phase,[zeta(i) 
zeta(i+1)],yold,options,rhos(i),C,C1,phi0,betacnst,nc(i),rnotgran,Scpact(i),Scmp(i),vs(i),rhos_init,D,Tinit); 
        Ynew=deval(Snew,zeta(i+1)); 
        rhosn=newrap_bulk(Ynew,rhos0,phi0,D,C,C1,C2,shock); 
        i=i+1; 
        phi(i)=Ynew(1); 
        fofphi(i)=0.655+cf*(phi(i)-0.655); 
        phit(i)=Ynew(2); 
        Bs(i)=Ynew(3); 
        rhos(i)=rhosn; 
        vs(i)=C/(rhos(i)*phi(i)); 
        ps(i)=C1/phi(i)-C^2/(rhos(i)*(phi(i)^2)); 
        es(i)=(C2-ps(i)/rhos(i)-(vs(i)^2)/2)-Bs(i); 
        Ts(i)=(es(i)+t3s*(1-1/rhos(i))-t4s*(rhos(i)^(n-1)-(n-1)*(1-1/rhos(i))-1)); 
        grnumb(i)=-1/vs(i); 
        nc(i)=0.5*gamma*grnumb(i); 
        R(i)=(phi(i)/(grnumb(i)*phi0))^(1/3); 
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        rnot(i)=R(i)*((0.5*gamma)^(-1/3)); 
        rc(i)=Ynew(4); 
        if(rc(i)>=rnot(i)) 
            rc(i)=rnot(i); 
        end; 
        phie=phi(i)-phit(i); 
        beta(i)=beta0*rhos(i)*phi(i)*phie*(log(kap-phie))/(kap-phie); 
        dphidz=phi(i)*(1-phi(i))*(ps(i)-beta(i))/vs(i); 
        if (phi0 > fofphi(i)) 
            dphitdz=0; 
        else 
            dphitdz=omega*(fofphi(i)-phit(i))/vs(i); 
        end; 
        Scpact(i)=((rnotgran/rc(i))^3)*vs(i)*((ps(i)-beta(i))*dphidz+beta(i)*dphitdz)/(rhos(i)*phi(i)); 
        rhosz_slope(i)=(rhos(i)-rhos(i-1))/(zeta(i)-zeta(i-1)); 
        Scmp(i)=ps(i)*vs(i)*rhosz_slope(i)/(rhos(i)^2); 
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        for k=1:nrgridps, 
            Tgran(i,k)=Ynew(4+k); 
            if(Ynew(4+nrgridps+k)<0.0) 
                lambda(i,k)=0.0; 
            elseif(Ynew(4+nrgridps+k)>1.0) 
                    lambda(i,k)=1.0; 
            else 
                lambda(i,k)=Ynew(4+nrgridps+k); 
            end; 
        end; 
end; 
sprintf('%d iterations performed',i) 
czone=0; 
for i=1:max(size(zeta)), 
    zetaf(init+i)=zetaf(init)+zeta(i); 
    phif(init+i)=phi(i); 
    fofphif(init+i)=fofphi(i); 
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    phitf(init+i)=phit(i); 
    Bsf(init+i)=Bs(i); 
    rhosf(init+i)=rhos(i); 
    vsf(init+i)=vs(i); 
    psf(init+i)=ps(i); 
    esf(init+i)=es(i); 
    Tsf(init+i)=Ts(i); 
    grnumbf(init+i)=grnumb(i); 
    ncf(init+i)=nc(i); 
    Rf(init+i)=R(i); 
    rnotf(init+i)=rnot(i); 
    rcf(init+i)=rc(i); 
    Scpactf(init+i)=Scpact(i); 
    Scmpf(init+i)=Scmp(i); 
    %rhosgranf(init+i)=rhogran(i); 
    if ((i>(max(size(phi)))/2) &(czone==0) & ((phi(i)-phi(i-1))<1.0e-5)) 
            sprintf('the diff is %f and i is %d',(phi(i)-phi(i-1)),i); 
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            czf=zeta(i); 
            czlen=(czf-zetaf(init+1))*muc/(rhos0*D); 
            czone=i; 
    end; 
end; 
sprintf('compaction zone length is %f m',czlen) 
%Calculating the incompressible "r0" for localization model 
for i=1:300, 
    rnotg(i)=rnotf(i); 
end; 
for i=301:max(size(rnotf)), 
    rnotg(i)=rnotgran; 
end; 








    totz(1,j)=zeta(2)*muc*1000/(rhos0*D); 
end; 
for i=1:b, 






    if(mod(i,10)==0) 
        for j=1:b, 
            totz(k,j)=zeta(i)*muc*1000/(rhos0*D); 
            tempgrain(k,j)=Tgran(i,j)*(D^2/cvs)+Tinit; 
            totr(k,j)=r(j); 
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            lambgrain(k,j)=lambda(i,j); 
        end; 
        k=k+1; 
    end; 
end; 
for j=1:b, 
    totz(k,j)=zeta(a)*muc*1000/(rhos0*D); 
end; 
for i=1:b, 




surf(totz,totr,tempgrain) % Non-dimensional plot of temperature 
surf(totz,totr*rnotgran*R0*1e+6,tempgrain) %Dimensional plot of temperature 
xlabel('\bf \xi (mm)','Fontsize',14):ylabel('\bf Radius({\mu}m)','Fontsize',14):zlabel('\bf Grain Temperature ( ^{0} K )','Fontsize',14); 
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figure(3) % Plot for Fraction of liquid phase 
surf(totz,totr,lambgrain) 
xlabel('\bf \xi (mm)','Fontsize',12):ylabel('\bf Dimensionless radius','Fontsize',12):zlabel('\bf \aleph','Fontsize',14); 
xlabel('\xi (mm)'):ylabel('Localization Sphere(Normalized)'):zlabel('Temperature in ^{0} K'); 
%title('Grain Temperature distribution for Wave Speed of 400 m/sec'); 
%title('D=400 m/sec,h=0.0001,\phi_{0}=0.99 and perturbation of 0.005'); 
%Grain Temperature plot as a function of zeta and radial position 
for i=1:a, 
    for j=1:b, 
        totz1(i,j)=zeta(i)*muc*1000/(rhos0*D); 




    for j=1:a, 
        totr1(j,i)=r1(i); 




%[X,Y] = meshgrid(zeta*muc*1000/(rhos0*D),Tgran*(D^2/cvs)+T_init*(D^2/cvs)); 
%********NON-DIMENSIONAL PARAMETERS PLOTTING******** 
plot(zetaf,phif,'r'); 
hold on 

















xlabel('\bf Dimensionless  \xi','FontSize',12):ylabel('\bf Non-Dimensional Particle Velocity','FontSize',12):title('Effect of \Omega on 
Particle Velocity','FontSize',14); 
legend('\Omega=1{\times}10^{4}','\Omega=10.0','\Omega=1.0','\Omega=0.1'); 





















xlabel('\bf \xi(m)','FontSize',12):ylabel('\bf r_{0} and r_{c}(m)','FontSize',12):title('Variation of r_{0} and r_{c} with 
position','FontSize',14); 




xlabel('\bf \xi(m)','FontSize',12):ylabel('\bf Solid Volume Fraction','FontSize',12):title('Effect of Initial Solid Volume fraction \phi_{0} 




xlabel('\bf \xi(m)','FontSize',12):ylabel('\bf Solid Volume Fraction','FontSize',12):title('Effect of Shock Wave Speed D, On Total Solid 




xlabel('\bf \xi(m)','FontSize',12):ylabel('\bf No-load Volume Fraction','FontSize',12):title('Effect of Initial Solid Volume fraction 
\phi_{0} On No-load Volume Fraction, \phi','FontSize',14); 
legend('\phi_{0}=0.78','\phi_{0}=0.74','\phi_{0}=0.71','\phi_{0}=0.68','\phi_{0}=0.655'); 
xlabel('\bf \xi(m)','FontSize',12):ylabel('\bf No-load Volume Fraction','FontSize',12):title('Effect of Shock Wave Speed D, On No-load 






xlabel('\bf \xi(m)','FontSize',12):ylabel('\bf Solid Density(kg/m^{3})','FontSize',12):title('Effect of Initial Solid Volume fraction 
\phi_{0} On Solid Density, \rho_{s}','FontSize',14); 
legend('\phi_{0}=0.655','\phi_{0}=0.68','\phi_{0}=0.71','\phi_{0}=0.74','\phi_{0}=0.78'); 






xlabel('\bf \xi(mm)','FontSize',12):ylabel('\bf Particle Velcoity (m/sec)','FontSize',12):title('Effect of Initial Solid Volume fraction 
\phi_{0} On Particle Velcoity','FontSize',14); 
legend('\phi_{0}=0.655','\phi_{0}=0.68','\phi_{0}=0.71','\phi_{0}=0.74','\phi_{0}=0.78'); 






xlabel('\bf \xi(mm)','FontSize',12):ylabel('\bf Solid Pressure(GPa)','FontSize',12):title('Effect of Initial Solid Volume fraction \phi_{0} 
On Solid Pressure, P_{s}','FontSize',14); 
legend('\phi_{0}=0.655','\phi_{0}=0.68','\phi_{0}=0.71','\phi_{0}=0.74','\phi_{0}=0.78'); 
xlabel('\bf \xi(m)','FontSize',12):ylabel('\bf Solid Pressure(Pa)','FontSize',12):title('Effect of Shock Wave Speed D, On Solid Pressure, 
P_{s}','FontSize',14); 
legend('D=3000','D=3500','D=4000','D=5000','D=8000'); 
plot(zetaf*muc/(rhos0*D),esf*(D^2));      
plot(zetaf*muc*1000/(rhos0*D),(Tsf*D^2/cvs+Tinit)); 






xlabel('\bf \xi(mm)','FontSize',12):ylabel('\bf S_{Compressive} (GW/cm^{3})','FontSize',12); 
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xlabel('\bf \xi(mm)','FontSize',12):ylabel('\bf S_{Compact} (GW/cm^{3})','FontSize',12); 









xlabel('\bf \xi (mm)','FontSize',12):ylabel('\bf Radius ({\mu}m)','FontSize',12); 
cphi0=[0.655 0.68 0.71 .74 .78]; 
cmpz=[0.3 .4 .42 .45 .475]; 
plot(cphi0,cmpz); 
grid 
xlabel('\bf Initial Volume Fraction , \phi_{0}','FontSize',12):ylabel('\bf Compaction zone length (mm)','FontSize',12):title('Effect of 
Initial Solid Volume fraction \phi_{0} On Compaction zone length','FontSize',14); 
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cD=[3000 3500 4000 5000 8000]; 
cmpz=[.375 .28 .244 .179 .087]; 
plot(cD,cmpz); 
grid 
xlabel('\bf Shock Wave Speed D (m/sec)','FontSize',12):ylabel('\bf Compaction zone length (mm)','FontSize',12):title('Effect of Shock 
wave speed D, On Compaction zone length','FontSize',14); 
%***************************************************************** 
%^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^ 
%FUNCTION TO CALCULATE THE SOLID VOLUME FRACTION (Y(1),NO-LOD VOLUME FRACTION(Y(2), 
RECOVERABLE COMPACTION POTENTIAL ENERGY 
% B(Y(3)), rc EVOLUTION(Y(4)), GRAIN TEMPERATURE OR FRACTION OF LIQUID PHASE FORMED(Y(5) TO Y(104))AT 
THE NEW ZETA POSITION 
%^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^ 
function dY= bulkrk4phase(z,Y,rhop,c,c1,phi0,cnst,ncnow,rnotnow,scompact,scmp,vsnow,rhos_init,D,tinit) 
nrgridps=100; % No.of radial divisions 
dY=zeros(2*nrgridps+4,1);% creating the initial array 
R0=0.25e-4;%initial size of grain 
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yield=0.37e9; % yield stress in Pa 
rc_const=cnst/(3*phi0*3*yield); % constant that appears in the non-dimensionalized "rc" evolution 
equation(rhos0*(D^2)/(3*phi0*3*yield); 
cf=0.913; % constant in equilibrium no-load volume fraction equation, that is, f(phi) 
omega=1.0e-1; % Parameter omega - ratio of dY(1)/dY(2) 
beta0=6.0e+6/cnst; % Constant in Beta expression 
kap=0.03; % Constant in Beta expression 
muc=100.0; % Compaction viscosity 
kthermal=0.502; % W/mK % Thermal conductivity 
rhos0=1900.0; % kg/m^3 % Initial solid density 
cvs=1.5e3; % J/kg-K % Specific heat 
alpha=kthermal/(rhos_init*rhos0*cvs); % m^2/sec % Thermal diffusivity 
rnotdim=rnotnow*R0; %Dimensional initial radius of localization sphere "r0" that is assumed to be incompressible for localization 
model 
rcnow=Y(4); 







tmelt=(520-tinit)*cvs/(D^2); % Non-dimensionalized Melting temperature 
latentheat=0.22e+6; % specific latent heat in J/kg 
rcnew=rcnow/rnotnow; 
delr=1/(nrgridps-1);%non-dimensional delta r 







sprintf('fphi is %f and phit is %f and diff is %f',fphi,Y(2),fphi-Y(2)); 
dY(1)=(rhop*(Y(1)^2)*(1-Y(1))/c)*(ps-beta); 
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%Evolution of phi_tilda,B and "rc" 
if(phi0 > fphi) 
    dY(2)=0; 
else 





%Evoution of grain temperature or fraction of liquid phase 
for i=5:nrgridps+4, 
    r(i-4)=(i-5)*delr; 
end; 
for i=6:nrgridps+3, 
        sprintf('i value is %d',i); 
        ipcof(i)=(1/delr^2)+(1/(r(i-4)*delr)); 
        imcof(i)=(1/delr^2)-(1/(r(i-4)*delr)); 
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        icof(i)=-(2/delr^2); 
end; 
% System of equations for Temperature calculations from 5 to nrgridps+4 
if (Y(5)<tmelt) 
    if(0.0<Y(nrgridps+5)<1.0) 
        dY(5)=0; 
    else 
        if(r(1)<=rcnew) 
            dY(5)=coeff1*(2*(Y(6)-Y(5))/(delr^2))/vsnow+coeff2*(scompact+scmp)/vsnow; 
        else 
            dY(5)=coeff1*(2*(Y(6)-Y(5))/(delr^2))/vsnow+coeff2*(scmp)/vsnow; 
        end; 
    end; 
else 
    if(Y(nrgridps+5)<1.0) 
        dY(5)=0; 
    else 
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        if(r(1)<=rcnew) 
            dY(5)=coeff1*(2*(Y(6)-Y(5))/(delr^2))/vsnow+coeff2*(scompact+scmp)/vsnow; 
        else 
            dY(5)=coeff1*(2*(Y(6)-Y(5))/(delr^2))/vsnow+coeff2*(scmp)/vsnow; 
        end; 
    end; 
end; 
for i=6:nrgridps+3, 
    if (Y(i)<tmelt) 
        if(0.0<Y(nrgridps+i)<1.0) 
            dY(i)=0; 
        else 
            if(r(i-4) <= rcnew) 
                dY(i)=coeff1*(Y(i+1)*ipcof(i)+Y(i)*icof(i)+Y(i-1)*imcof(i))/vsnow+coeff2*(scompact+scmp)/vsnow; 
            else 
                dY(i)=coeff1*(Y(i+1)*ipcof(i)+Y(i)*icof(i)+Y(i-1)*imcof(i))/vsnow+coeff2*(scmp)/vsnow; 
            end; 
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        end; 
    else 
        if(Y(nrgridps+i)<1.0) 
            dY(i)=0; 
        else 
            if(r(i-4) <= rcnew) 
                dY(i)=coeff1*(Y(i+1)*ipcof(i)+Y(i)*icof(i)+Y(i-1)*imcof(i))/vsnow+coeff2*(scompact+scmp)/vsnow; 
            else 
                dY(i)=coeff1*(Y(i+1)*ipcof(i)+Y(i)*icof(i)+Y(i-1)*imcof(i))/vsnow+coeff2*(scmp)/vsnow; 
            end; 
        end; 




    if(0.0<Y(2*nrgridps+4)<1.0) 
        dY(nrgridps+4)=0; 
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    else 
        if(r(max(size(r))) <= rcnew) 
            dY(nrgridps+4)=coeff1*(2*(Y(nrgridps+3)-Y(nrgridps+4))/(delr^2))/vsnow+coeff2*(scompact+scmp)/vsnow; 
        else 
            dY(nrgridps+4)=coeff1*(2*(Y(nrgridps+3)-Y(nrgridps+4))/(delr^2))/vsnow+coeff2*(scmp)/vsnow; 
        end; 
    end; 
else 
    if(Y(2*nrgridps+4)<1.0) 
        dY(nrgridps+4)=0; 
    else 
        if(r(max(size(r))) <= rcnew) 
            dY(nrgridps+4)=coeff1*(2*(Y(nrgridps+3)-Y(nrgridps+4))/(delr^2))/vsnow+coeff2*(scompact+scmp)/vsnow; 
        else 
            dY(nrgridps+4)=coeff1*(2*(Y(nrgridps+3)-Y(nrgridps+4))/(delr^2))/vsnow+coeff2*(scmp)/vsnow; 
        end; 
    end; 
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end; 
% System of equations for Lambda calculations from nrgridps+5 to 2*nrgridps+4 
if (Y(5)<tmelt) 
    if(0.0<Y(nrgridps+5)<1.0) 
        if(r(1)<=rcnew) 
            dY(nrgridps+5)=coeff3*(2*(Y(6)-Y(5))/(delr^2))/vsnow+coeff4*(scompact+scmp)/vsnow; 
        else 
            dY(nrgridps+5)=coeff3*(2*(Y(6)-Y(5))/(delr^2))/vsnow+coeff4*(scmp)/vsnow; 
        end;    
    else 
        dY(nrgridps+5)=0; 
    end; 
else 
    if(Y(nrgridps+5)<1.0) 
        if(r(1)<=rcnew) 
            dY(nrgridps+5)=coeff3*(2*(Y(6)-Y(5))/(delr^2))/vsnow+coeff4*(scompact+scmp)/vsnow; 
        else 
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            dY(nrgridps+5)=coeff3*(2*(Y(6)-Y(5))/(delr^2))/vsnow+coeff4*(scmp)/vsnow; 
        end;       
    else 
        dY(nrgridps+5)=0; 
    end; 
end; 
for i=6:nrgridps+3, 
    if (Y(i)<tmelt) 
        if(0.0<Y(nrgridps+i)<1.0) 
            if(r(i-4) <= rcnew) 
                dY(nrgridps+i)=coeff3*(Y(i+1)*ipcof(i)+Y(i)*icof(i)+Y(i-1)*imcof(i))/vsnow+coeff4*(scompact+scmp)/vsnow; 
            else 
                dY(nrgridps+i)=coeff3*(Y(i+1)*ipcof(i)+Y(i)*icof(i)+Y(i-1)*imcof(i))/vsnow+coeff4*(scmp)/vsnow; 
            end; 
        else 
            dY(nrgridps+i)=0; 
        end; 
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    else 
        if(Y(nrgridps+i)<1.0) 
            if(r(i-4) <= rcnew) 
                dY(nrgridps+i)=coeff3*(Y(i+1)*ipcof(i)+Y(i)*icof(i)+Y(i-1)*imcof(i))/vsnow+coeff4*(scompact+scmp)/vsnow; 
            else 
                dY(nrgridps+i)=coeff3*(Y(i+1)*ipcof(i)+Y(i)*icof(i)+Y(i-1)*imcof(i))/vsnow+coeff4*(scmp)/vsnow; 
            end; 
        else 
            dY(nrgridps+i)=0; 
        end; 
    end; 
end; 
if (Y(nrgridps+4)<tmelt) 
    if(0.0<Y(2*nrgridps+4)<1.0) 
        if(r(max(size(r))) <= rcnew) 
            dY(2*nrgridps+4)=coeff3*(2*(Y(nrgridps+3)-Y(nrgridps+4))/(delr^2))/vsnow+coeff4*(scompact+scmp)/vsnow; 
        else 
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            dY(2*nrgridps+4)=coeff3*(2*(Y(nrgridps+3)-Y(nrgridps+4))/(delr^2))/vsnow+coeff4*(scmp)/vsnow; 
        end; 
    else 
        dY(2*nrgridps+4)=0; 
    end; 
else 
    if(Y(2*nrgridps+4)<1.0) 
        if(r(max(size(r))) <= rcnew) 
            dY(2*nrgridps+4)=coeff3*(2*(Y(nrgridps+3)-Y(nrgridps+4))/(delr^2))/vsnow+coeff4*(scompact+scmp)/vsnow; 
        else 
            dY(2*nrgridps+4)=coeff3*(2*(Y(nrgridps+3)-Y(nrgridps+4))/(delr^2))/vsnow+coeff4*(scmp)/vsnow; 
        end; 
    else 
            dY(2*nrgridps+4)=0; 





%FUNCTION TO CALCULATE THE SOLID DENSITY AFTER THE SHOCK FOR SUPERSONIC WAVE  
%^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^ 
function rhos=newrap_bulk(y,rho_s0,phi0,D,c,c1,c2,shck) 
akto=1.35e+10; % N/m^2 
gov=2.1e3; % kg/m^3 
n=9.8; 
Ts0=300; % K 
cvs=1.5e3; % N-m/kg K 
t3=cvs*Ts0*gov/rho_s0;  % N-m/kg 














    fx=((1*(1-1/x)-(aktos/n)*(x^n-1))/govs)-t3s*(1-1/x)+t4s*(x^(n-1)-(n-1)*(1-1/x)-1)-0.5*((1-1/x)^2); 
    fdotx=((1/(x^2)-aktos*(x^(n-1)))/govs)-t3s/(x^2)+t4s*((n-1)*(x^(n-2))-(n-1)*(1/(x^2)))-(1-1/x)*(1/(x^2)); 
    while (abs(fx)>1.0e-6) 
        fx=((1*(1-1/x)-(aktos/n)*(x^n-1))/govs)-t3s*(1-1/x)+t4s*(x^(n-1)-(n-1)*(1-1/x)-1)-0.5*((1-1/x)^2); 
        fdotx=((1/(x^2)-aktos*(x^(n-1)))/govs)-t3s/(x^2)+t4s*((n-1)*(x^(n-2))-(n-1)*(1/(x^2)))-(1-1/x)*(1/(x^2)); 
        hx=fx/fdotx; 
        x=x-hx; 
        iter=iter+1; 




    mx=(c1/phif-c^2/(x*(phif^2))-(aktos/n)*(x^n-1))/govs-t3s*(1-1/x)+t4s*(x^(n-1)-(n-1)*(1-1/x)-1)+B+(1/x)*(c1/phif-
0.5*c^2/(x*(phif^2)))-c2;  
    mdotx=c^2/(govs*(x^2)*(phif^2))-aktos*(x^(n-1))/govs-t3s/(x^2)+t4s*(n-1)*(x^n-1)/(x^2)-c1/(phif*(x^2))+c^2/((x^3)*(phif^2)); 
    while (abs(mx)>1.0e-8) 
        mx=(c1/phif-c^2/(x*(phif^2))-(aktos/n)*(x^n-1))/govs-t3s*(1-1/x)+t4s*(x^(n-1)-(n-1)*(1-1/x)-1)+B+(1/x)*(c1/phif-
0.5*c^2/(x*(phif^2)))-c2; 
        mdotx=c^2/(govs*(x^2)*(phif^2))-aktos*(x^(n-1))/govs-t3s/(x^2)+t4s*(n-1)*(x^n-1)/(x^2)-
c1/(phif*(x^2))+c^2/((x^3)*(phif^2)); 
        hx=mx/mdotx; 
        x=x-hx; 
        iter=iter+1; 
    end; 
end; 
rhos=x; 
sprintf('after %d iterations, rho_SOLID is %10.6f',iter,rhos); 
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